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1 Introduction

Given the large theoretical literature since the original work of Bertrand (1883), it is surprising that

our understanding of price competition in presence of production cost uncertainty is still incom-

plete. For example, in the introduction to his paper onstaticprice competition model, Routlege

(2010) states “However, there is a notable gap in the research. There are no equilibrium existence

results for the classical Bertrand model when there is discrete cost uncertainty.” (p. 357). Less is

known about Bertrand price competition in dynamic models where firms compete by undertaking

cost-reducing investments. In these environments the firmsface uncertainty about their rivals’ in-

vestment decisions as well as uncertainty about the timing of technological innovations that can

affect future prices and costs of production.

This paper analyses a dynamic version of the textbook Bertrand-Nash duopoly game, in which

firms can make investment decisions as well as pricing decisions. Namely, at any time period, a

firm can decide to replace its current production plant with anew state of the art production facility

which enables it to produce at a lower marginal cost. We formulate the model in discrete time with

infinite horizon. The key assumption of our model is that the state of the art technology evolves

stochastically and exogenously, whereas technology adoption decisions are endogenous.

The term leapfrogging describes the long run investment competition between the two

duopolists where the higher cost firm purchases a state of theart production technology that re-

duces its marginal cost relative to its rival and allows it toattain, at least temporarily, a position

of low cost leadership. The assumption that the state of the art technology evolves exogenously

differentiates our model from earlier examples of leapfrogging in the literature by, for example,

Fudenberg et. al. (1983) and Reinganum (1985). This earlierwork on patent racesand models

of research and developmentfocused on firms’ continuous choice of R&D expenditures withthe

goal of producing a patent or a drastic innovation that couldnot be easily duplicated by rivals.

However in many industries firms do relatively little R&D butcompete to obtain a production

cost advantage by investing in state of the art production technology that is produced and sold by

other firms. We model this investment as a binary decision: each firm faces a decision of whether

or not to incur the substantial investment fixed cost to replace their current legacy production
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technology with the latest technology in order to become thecurrent low cost leader. Since all

firms have equal opportunity to acquire the state of the art production technology the markets we

study are different from those studied in the earlier literature on leapfrogging in the context of

R&D and patent races. These markets arecontestable due to ease of investmentsimilar to the way

other markets arecontestable due to ease of entryof Baumol, Panzar and Willig (1982).

If any firm can invest in the state of the art production technology to become the low cost

producer, then Bertrand price competition in model where firms produce goods that are perfect

substitutes using constant returns to scale production technologies leads to the“Bertrand invest-

ment paradox”. If more than one firm invests at the same time, Bertrand pricecompetition ensures

thatex postprofits are zero. If the firms expect this, theex antereturn on their investments will

be negative, so it is possible that no firm would have an incentive to undertake cost-reducing in-

vestments. But if no firm invests, it may make sense for at least one firm to invest. This reasoning

leads us to conclude that the investment problem has the structure of ananti-coordination game.

The Bertrand investment paradox was resolved by Riordan andSalant (1994) (thereafter de-

noted RS) who analyzed a model of Bertrand price competitionwhere two duopolists make invest-

ments to acquire adeteministically improvingstate of the art technology and gain a temporary cost

advantage over their rival. RS proved that investment does incur in equilibrium, butby only one

of the firms.In this preemption equilibriumconsumers never benefit from technological improve-

ments, because the price remains at the high marginal cost ofthe non-adopting firm. Further, they

showed that the preemption equilibrium is completely inefficient: the preempting firm adopts new

technologies so frequently to discourage entry of its rivalthat all of its profits (and thus all social

surplus) is completely dissipated.

Though RS stressed that their investment preemption was “narrow in that it need not hold

for other market structures” their analysis “suggests a broader research agenda exploring market

structure dynamics” such as “Under what conditions do otherequilibrium patterns emerge such as

action-reaction (Vickers [1986]) or waves of market dominance in which the identity of the identity

of the market leader changes with some adoptions but not others?” (p. 258).

Giovannetti (2001) was the first to show that a particular type of leapfrogging —alternating
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adoptions— can be an equilibrium outcome in a discrete time duopoly model of Bertrand price

competition under assumptions that are broadly similar to RS. Though Giovannetti did not cite or

specifically address RS’s work, he showed that both preemption and alternating adoptions can be

equilibrium outcomes depending on the elasticity of demand.

Giovannetti’s analysis was done in the context of game wherefirms makesimultaneousin-

vestment decisions, whereas RS modeled the investment choices as analternating move game.

The alternating move assumption seems to be a reasonable wayto approximate decisions made in

continuous time, where it is unlikely that two firms would be informed of a new technological inno-

vation and make investment decisions at precisely the same instant. However the change in timing

assumptions could have significant consequences, since Theorem 1 of RS shows thatpreemption

is the only equilibriumin the continuous time limit of a sequence of discrete-time alternating move

investment games as the time between moves tends to zero. RS conjectured that whether firms

move simultaneously or alternately makes no difference with respect to conclusion that preemp-

tion is the unique equilibrium of the continuous time limiting game “We believe the same limit

holds if the firms move simultaneously in each stage of the discrete games in the definition. The

alternating move structure obviates examining mixed strategy equilibria for some subgames of the

sequence of sequence of discrete games.” (p. 255).

Giovanetti’s result (namely that an equilibrium with alternating investments investments is pos-

sible if firms move simultaneously) suggests that Riordan and Salant’s conjecture is incorrect,

though he did not consider whether his results hold if firms move alternately rather than simulta-

neously, or whether leapfrogging is sustainable in the continuous time limit. Further neither Gio-

vanetti nor RS considered the effect of uncertain technological progress on their conclusions: both

assumed that the state of the art production cost declines deterministically over time. Stochastic

technological change could create investment opportunities that could upset the preemption equi-

librium and lead to more complex adoption dynamics. In particular, deterministic technological

progress rules out the possibility ofdrastic innovationsin the sense of Arrow (1962), where there

is a there is sudden large improvement in technology. Riordan and Salant conjectured that the

preemption result was a robust conclusion that would continue to hold in the presence of drastic
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innovations: “We conjecture that there exists an equilibrium adoption pattern featuring increasing

dominance and rent dissipation quite generally. The heuristic reason is the standard one (Gilbert

and Newbery [1982]; Vickers [1986]) that the leading firm always has a weakly greater incentive

to preempt to protect its incumbent profit flow.” (p. 257).

The main contribution of this paper is the first characterization of the set of pay-offs ofall

Markov perfect equilibria (MPE) — both pure and mixed strategies — of a dynamic duopoly

model of Bertrand price competition with stochastic technological progress under both simulta-

neous and alternating move assumptions (including stochastic alternating move versions of the

game). We provide a unifying framework and reconcile the conflicting results of Giovannetti and

RS, and by allowing for stochastic technological progress we also study a much wider range of

environments that neither of these analyses were able to consider. In particular, by allowing for

stochastic technological progress we analyze firm behaviorand industry dynamics when there is

a possibility of drastic innovations that Arrow (1962) contemplated. Similar to the result of Rout-

ledge (2010) in the static context, we establish existence of equilibria in the dynamic Bertrand

investment game. Compared to RS we provide a more powerful resolution of Bertrand investment

paradox by proving that unless investment cost is prohibitively high (from the point of view of

social planner), at least one firm invests ineveryMarkov perfect equilibrium of the game.

We confirm the main result of RS in our setting, but show that rent dissipating investment

preemption breaks down if any of the three key assumptions (deterministic technological progress,

alternating moves, continuous time) is removed, contrary to RS’s conjecture. Instead, we show

that very complex patterns of dynamic investment competition are supported, with leapfrogging

occurring in many other forms than simple patterns of deterministically alternating investments of

Giovannetti (2001). In fact, we show that various types of leapfrogging equilibria constitute the

generic outcome of the Bertrand investment game. Our finding that investment competition takes

the form of leapfrogging seems to be an empirically more realistic than investment preemption,

since consumers would never benefit from technological progress if the latter theory were true.

However there are numerous examples of consumer electronics and many different physical goods

where technological improvements coupled with leapfrogging investments by firms have resulted
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in dramatic price declines to consumers over time.

In the simultaneous move version of the game the MPE is not unique and under weak con-

ditions we provide a characterization of the set of all equilibrium pay-offs that is reminiscent of

the Folk Theorem: the convex hull of set of initial node pay-offs in the game is a triangle, which

vertices include two monopoly payoffs, corresponding to RSinvestment preemption by each of

the firms, and an zero profit mixed strategy pay-off. When firmsinvest in an alternating fashion

(under deterministic and stochastically alternating movevariations), we show that the convex hull

of the set of equilibrium pay-offs is a strict subset of the same triangle, so that neither monopoly

nor zero profit mixed strategy outcomes are supportable in this case. We provide a sufficient con-

dition for the uniqueness of equilibrium: in the alternating moves specification when technology

improves in every time period with probability one, Bertrand investment game has a unique MPE.

This condition is satisfied in RS’s and Giovannetti’s frameworks where technological progress is

deterministic, and thus improves with certainty in every period. However when the probability that

the state of the art does not improve in any period is sufficiently large, the set of MPE is no longer

a singleton, and will in general include a large number of equilibria that exhibit various types of

leapfrogging.

Besides analytic characterization of the set of equilibrium pay-offs, we utilize theRecursive

Lexicographic Searchalgorithm of Iskhakov, Rust and Schjerning (2013) to numerically compute

all MPE in a discretized version of the Bertrand investment game. Then, using a numerical solution

to the social planner’s problem in the same technological environment, we construct a measure of

efficiency for the equilibria in the game as the ratio betweensocial surplus under duopoly and

social planner solutions. With this measure, we compute andprovide an empirical distribution of

the efficiency of all MPE in the Bertrand investment game. We find that the equilibria in our model

are typicallyinefficientdue to investments that occurtoo frequentlyrelative to the social optimum

and due toduplicative investmentsthat are a reflection of coordination failures in this game. The

most inefficient equilibria are those involving mixed (behavioral) strategies, however we show that

there are alsofully efficient equilibriathat take the form ofasymmetric pure strategy equilibria.

The continuous time limiting preemption equilibrium of RS is fully inefficient, with social
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surplus completely dissipated due to excessively frequentinvestments by the preempting firm.

Though most of the leapfrogging equilibria display some degree of inefficiency due to duplicative

investments, the overall efficiency is generally very high in the examples of the Bertrand invest-

ment game we have considered: the median efficiency of all equilibria in examples we provide in

section4 is over 95%. An example of a fully efficient equilibrium is themonopolyMPE where one

firm never invests and the other does all of the investing and sets a price equal to the marginal cost

of production of the high cost, non-investing firm. Althoughinvestment competition in the non-

monopoly equilibria of the model does benefit consumers by lowering costs and prices in the long

run, it does generally come at the cost of some inefficiency due to coordination failures. How-

ever we provide examples (and thus establish existence) of perfectly coordinated, fully efficient

leapfrogging as well.

Price paths in the equilibria of our model are piece-wise flat, with discontinuous declines just

after one of the firms invests and displaces its rival to become a new low cost leader. These large

drops in prices could be interpreted as “price wars”. However in our model these periodic price

wars lead to a permanent decrease in prices and are part of a fully competitive outcome where the

firms are behaving as Bertrand price competitors in every period.

In the next section we present our model and summarize the solution method we used to com-

pute all MPEs of the game. Section3 discusses the socially optimal investment strategies and

solves the social planner’s problem. We present our main results in section4, and section5 con-

cludes.

2 The Model

Consider a market consisting of two firms producing an identical good. Assume that the two firms

are price setters, have no fixed costs and can produce the goodat a constant marginal cost ofc1

andc2, respectively. Both firms have constant return to scale production technology, so neither of

them ever faces a binding capacity constraint.

Under the assumption of perfectly inelastic demand, it is well known that Bertrand equilibrium

arises in these settings, leading to the lower cost firm to serve the entire market at a pricep(c1,c2)
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equal to the marginal cost of production of the higher cost rival, i.e. p(c1,c2) = max[c1,c2]. In

the case where both firms have the same marginal cost of production we obtain the classic result

that Bertrand price competition leads to zero profits for both firms at a price equal to their common

marginal cost of production. Normalizing the market size toone, we can write the instantaneous

profits of firm 1 as

r1(c1,c2) =







0 if c1 ≥ c2,

max[c1,c2]−c1 otherwise,
(1)

and the profits for firm 2,r2(c1,c2) are defined symmetrically, so we haver2(c1,c2) = r1(c2,c1).

We introduce the dynamics into the model by assuming that at each time periodt both firms

have the ability to make an investment to acquire a new production facility (plant) to replace their

existing technology. Technological progress that drives down the marginal cost of production

(while maintaining constant returns to scale) is exogenousand stochastic. Denotec the current

state of the art marginal cost of production, and letK(c) be the cost of investing in the plant that

embodies this state of the art production technology. If either one of the firms purchases the state of

the art technology, then after a one period lag (constituting the “time to build” the new production

facility), the firm can produce at the new marginal costc.

We assume there are no costs of disposal of an existing production plant, or equivalently, the

disposal costs do not depend on the vintage of the existing plant and are embedded as part of the

new investment costK(c). Yet, we allow the fixed investment costK(c) to depend onc. This

can capture different technological possibilities, such as the possibility that it is more expensive to

invest in a plant that is capable of producing at a lower marginal (K′(c) < 0), or situations where

technological improvements lower both the marginal cost ofproductionc and the cost of building a

new plant (K′(c)> 0). Clearly, if investment costs are too high, then there maybe a point at which

the potential gains from lower costs of production are insufficient to justify incurring the investment

costK(c). Moreover, when the competition between the duopolists leads to leapfrogging behavior,

the investing firm will not be able to capture the entire benefit of lowering its cost of production:

some of these benefits will be passed on to consumers in the form of lower prices.

Let c(t) denote the marginal cost of production under the state of theart production technology
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at time periodt ∈ {0,1,2, ..,∞}.1 Each periodt the firms face a simple binary investment decision:

firm j can decide not to invest and continue to produce using its existing production facility at

the marginal costc(t)j . If firm j pays the investment costK(c(t)) and acquires the state of the art

production plant with marginal costc(t), then when this new plant comes on line att +1, firm j

will be able to produce at the marginal costc(t+1)
j = c(t) < c(t)j . If there has been no improvement

in the technology and state of the art marginal cost att +1 remains the same, it followsc(t+1) =

c(t) = c(t+1)
j . Otherwise, if technological innovation occurs att+1, c(t+1) < c(t) = c(t+1)

j , and firm

j ’s new plant is already slightly behind the frontier at the moment it comes online.

If c is a continuous stochastic process, the state space for thismodel which we denoteS, is

given by the pyramidS= {(c1,c2,c) : c1 ≥ c andc2 ≥ c and 0≤ c≤ c0} in R3, wherec0 > 0 is

the initial state, and zero represents the lower bound of thestate of the art technology. The choice

of lower bound is not essential for any of our results. The Bertrand investment game starts at the

apex of the pyramid given by(c0,c0,c0). In cases where for computational reasons we restrictc to

a finite set of possible values in[0,c0], the “discretized” state space is a finite subset ofS.

We assume that both firms believe that the state of the art technology for producing the good

evolves stochastically according to a Markov process with transition densityπ(c(t+1)|c(t)). Specif-

ically, suppose that with probabilityπ(c(t)|c(t)) there is no improvement in the state of the art tech-

nology, and with probability 1−π(c(t)|c(t)) technology improves to marginal costc(t+1) which is a

draw from some distribution over the interval[0,c(t)]. An example of a convenient functional form

for such a distribution is the Beta distribution. However the presentation of the model and neither

of our results do not depend on specific functional form assumptions aboutπ.

The feature of the transition densityπ that turns out to be crucial for the uniqueness of equilib-

rium is whetherπ(c|c)> 0 for somec> 0 or not. We single out a special case ofstrictly monotonic

technological progress whenπ(c|c) = 0 for all c, i.e. the state of art always improves in every time

period.2 Note that completely deterministic technological progress is characterized by the condi-

1We formulate the model in discrete time with infinite horizon, so normally time script is not needed. On rare
occasions we use superscript to denote time period of any state variable.

2There is a slight abuse of notation because in the absorbing stateπ(0|0) = 1. Throughout the paper we use
π(c|c) = 0 to refer to strictly monotonic progress bearing in mind that it only applies forc> 0.
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tion π(c(t+1)|c(t)) ∈ {0,1} for any c(t), c(t+1). Before reaching an absorbing state deterministic

technological improvement is strictly monotonic, but not vice versa.

2.1 Timing of Moves

Let m(t) ∈ {0,1,2} be a state variable that governs which of the two firms are “allowed” to un-

dertake an investment at timet. We will assume that{m(t)} evolves as an exogenous two state

Markov chain with transition probabilityf (m(t+1)|m(t)) independent of the other state variables

(c(t)1 ,c(t)2 ,c(t)). While it is natural to assume firms simultaneously set theirprices, their investment

choices may or may not be made simultaneously. The valuem(t) = 0 denotes a situation where the

firms make their investment choices simultaneously,m(t) = 1 indicates a state where only firm 1 is

allowed to invest, andm(t) = 2 is the state where only firm 2 can invest.

In this paper we analyze two variants of the Bertrand investment game: 1) asimultaneous

movegame wherem(t) = 0 and f (0|m(t)) = 1 (som(t) = 0 with probability 1 for allt), and 2)

alternating movegame, with either deterministic or random alternation of moves, but where there

is no chance that the firms could ever undertake simultaneousinvestments (i.e. wherem(t) ∈ {1,2}

and f (0|m(t)) = 0 for all t). Under either the alternating or simultaneous move specifications, each

firm always observes the investment decision of its opponentafter the investment decision is made.

However, in the simultaneous move game, the firms must make their investment decisions based

on their assessment of the probability their opponent will invest. In the alternating move game,

since only one of the firms can invest at each timet, the mover can condition its decision on the

investment decision of its opponent if it was the opponent’sturn to move in the previous period.

The alternating move specification can potentially reduce some of the strategic uncertainty that

arises in a fully simultaneous move specification of the game.

We interpret random alternating moves as a way of reflectingasynchronicityof timing of de-

cisions in a discrete time model that occurs in continuous time models where probability of two

firms making investment decisions at the exact same instant of time is zero. There are cases where

equilibrium has been shown to be unique (e.g. Lagunoff and Matsui, 1997). We are interested in

conditions under which uniqueness emerges in asynchronousmove versions of our model.
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The timing of events in the model is as follows. At the start ofperiodt each firm knows the

costs of production(c(t)1 ,c(t)2 ), and both learn the current values ofc(t) andm(t). If m(t) = 0, then

the firms simultaneously decide whether or not to invest. We assume that both firms know each

others’ marginal cost of production, i.e. there is common knowledge of state(c(t)1 ,c(t)2 ,c(t),m(t)).

Further, both firms have equal access to the new technology bypaying the investment costK(c(t))

to acquire the current state of the art technology with marginal cost of productionc(t).

After each firm decides whether or not to invest in the latest technology, the firms then inde-

pendently andsimultaneouslyset thepricesfor their products, where production is done in period

t with their existing plant. The Bertrand equilibrium price is the unique Nash equilibrium of the si-

multaneous move pricing stage game. The one period time-to-build assumption implies that even if

both firms invest in new plants at timet, their marginal costsc(t)1 andc(t)2 in periodt are unchanged,

and enter profit formula (1).

We assume that consumer purchases of the good is a purely static decisions, and consequently

there are no dynamic effects of pricing for the firms, unlike in the cases of durable goods where

consumer expectations of future prices affects their timing of new durable purchases as in Goettler

and Gordon (2011). Thus in our model, the pricing decision isgiven by the simple static Bertrand

equilibrium in every period. The only dynamic decision in our model is firms’ investment deci-

sions.

2.2 Solution concept

Assume that the two firms are expected discounted profit maximizers and have a common discount

factor β ∈ (0,1). We adopt the standard concept ofMarkov-perfect equilibrium(MPE) for this

dynamic game between the two firms. In a MPE, the firms’ investment and pricing decision rules

are restricted to be functions of the current state,(c(t)1 ,c(t)2 ,c(t),m(t)). When there are multiple

equilibria in this game, the Markovian assumption also restricts the “equilibrium selection rule” to

depend only on the current value of the state variable. The firms’ pricing decisions only depend

on their current production costs(c(t)1 ,c(t)2 ) in accordance with the static Bertrand equilibrium.

However the firms’ investment decisions also depend on the value of the state of the art marginal
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cost of productionc(t) and the designated moverm(t).

Definition 1. A Stationary Markov Perfect Equilibrium of the duopoly investment and pricing game

consists of a pair of strategies(Pj(c1,c2,c), p j(c1,c2)), j ∈ {1,2} where Pj(c1,c2,c,m) ∈ [0,1] is

firm j’s probability of investing and pj(c1,c2) = max[c1,c2] is firm j’s pricing decision. The

investment rules Pj(c1,c2,c,m) must maximize the expected discounted value of firm j’s future

profit stream taking into account the investment and pricingstrategies of its opponent.

We allow the investment strategies of the firms to be probabilistic to allow for the possibility

of mixed strategy equilibria.

To derive the functional equations characterizing a stationary Markov-perfect equilibrium, sup-

pose the current state is(c1,c2,c,m), i.e. firm 1 has a marginal cost of productionc1, firm 2 has

a marginal cost of productionc2, and the marginal cost of production using the current best tech-

nology isc andm denotes which of the firms (or both ifm= 0) has the right to make a move and

invest. The firms’ value functionsVj , j = 1,2 take the form

Vj(c1,c2,c,m) = max[vI , j(c1,c2,c,m),vN, j(c1,c2,c,m)] (2)

where, whenm= 0,vN, j(c1,c2,c,m) denotes the expected value to firmj if it does not invest in the

latest technology, andvI , j(c1,c2,c,m) is the expected value to firmj if it invests. However when

m∈ {1,2}, the subscriptsN andI refer to whether an investment is made in periodt by the firm

m, who has the right of move. Whenm= 1 (firm 1 has the right to invest),vI ,1(c1,c2,c,1) and

vN,1(c1,c2,c,1) denote the expected values to firm 1 from investing and not investing. Whenm= 2

(firm 2 has the right to invest),vI ,1(c1,c2,c,2) andvN,1(c1,c2,c,2) denote the expected values to

firm 1 from the scenarios when firm 2 makes the investment or does not make the investment. To

simplify exposition below, we use the simultaneous move interpretation ofN andI (m= 0), while

alternative move interpretation can be reconstructed analogously.

The formula for the expected profits associated withnot investing is given by:

vN, j(c1,c2,c,m) = r j(c1,c2)+βEVj(c1,c2,c,m,0), (3)

whereEVj(c1,c2,m,c,0) denotes the conditional expectation of firmj ’s next period value function
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Vj(c1,c2,c,m) given that it does not invest this period (represented by thelast 0 argument inEVj ),

conditional on the current state(c1,c2,c,m).

The formula for the expected profits associated with investing is given by

vI , j(c1,c2,c,m) = r j(c1,c2)−K(c)+βEVj(c1,c2,c,m,1), (4)

whereEVj(c1,c2,c,m,1) is firm j ’s conditional expectation of its next period value function given

that it invests (the last argument is 1), conditional on(c1,c2,c,m).

Let P1(c1,c2,c,m) be firm 2’s belief about the probability that firm 1 will investin state is

(c1,c2,c,m). Consider the simultaneous move case (m= 0) first. It follows from (2) that

P1(c1,c2,c,m) = 1{vI ,1(c1,c2,c,m)> vN,1(c1,c2,c,m)} , (5)

where1{·} denotes an indicator function, and mixed strategy investment probability arises in the

case of equality. Similar formula holds forP2(c1,c2,c,m).

The Bellman equations for firm 1 in the simultaneous move caseare as follows.3 Similar

equation for firm 2 are omitted for space considerations.

vN,1(c1,c2,c) = r1(c1,c2)+β
∫ c

0

[

P2(c1,c2,c)max(vN,1(c1,c,c
′),vI ,1(c1,c,c

′)) +

(1−P2(c1,c2,c))max(vN,1(c1,c2,c
′),vI ,1(c1,c2,c

′))
]

π(dc′|c).

vI ,1(c1,c2,c) = r1(c1,c2)−K(c)+β
∫ c

0

[

P2(c1,c2,c)max(vN,1(c,c,c
′),vI ,1(c,c,c

′)) +

(1−P2(c1,c2,c))max(vN,1(c,c2,c
′),vI ,1(c,c2,c

′))
]

π(dc′|c). (6)

In the alternating move case, the Bellman equations for the two firms lead to a system of

eight functional equations for
{

vN, j(c1,c2,c,m),vI , j(c1,c2,c,m)
}

for j,m∈ {1,2}. The Bellman

3Variablem= 0 is omitted for clarity
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equations for firm 1 are given below, similar equations for firm 2 are omitted.

vN,1(c1,c2,c,1) = r1(c1,c2)+β f (1|1)
∫ c

0
max(vN,1(c1,c2,c

′,1),vI ,1(c1,c2,c
′,1))π(dc′|c)+

β f (2|1)
∫ c

0
ρ(c1,c2,c

′)π(dc′|c)

vI ,1(c1,c2,c,1) = r1(c1,c2)−K(c)+β f (1|1)
∫ c

0
max(vN,1(c,c2,c

′,1),vI ,1(c,c2,c
′,1))π(dc′|c)+

β f (2|1)
∫ c

0
ρ(c,c2,c

′)π(dc′|c)

vN,1(c1,c2,c,2) = r1(c1,c2)+β f (1|2)
∫ c

0
max(vN,1(c1,c2,c

′,1),vI ,1(c1,c2,c
′,1))π(dc′|c)+

β f (2|2)
∫ c

0
ρ(c1,c2,c

′)π(dc′|c)

vI ,1(c1,c2,c,2) = r1(c1,c2)+β f (1|2)
∫ c

0
max(vN,1(c1,c,c

′,1),vI ,1(c1,c,c
′,1))π(dc′|c)+

β f (2|2)
∫ c

0
ρ(c1,c,c

′)π(dc′|c). (7)

where

ρ(c1,c2,c) = P2(c1,c2,c,2)vI ,1(c1,c2,c,2)+ [1−P2(c1,c2,c,2)]vN,1(c1,c2,c,2). (8)

Note thatP2(c1,c2,c,1) = 0, since firm 2 is not allowed to invest when it is firm 1’s turn toinvest,

m= 1, and similarly forP1(c1,c2,c,c,2).

The equilibria of the Bertrand investment game with simultaneous moves are characterized by

the large system of non-linear equations composed of equations (6) and (5) written for every com-

bination of(c1,c2,c) in a discrete representation of the state spaceS. Similarly, in the alternating

moves game, all quilibria are characterized by the system composed of equations (7) and (5) for

every combination of(c1,c2,c) and all values ofm. Althought contemporary numerical solvers are

capable of solving very large systems of non-linear equations, finding of all solutions for such a

system is impossible in general.

The key feature of the Bertrand investment model that allowsus to compute all MPE in both

simultaneous and alternating move specifications of the game is finiteness (on a discrete repre-

sentation of the state space) and the directionality in the evolution of the cost variables(c1,c2,c).

Because of the unidirectional evolvement of the state vector, the system of equations characterizing
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the equilibria of the model turns out to be block-triangular, and thus, it is possible to decompose

solving of the whole system into solving a number of much smaller problems.

Recursive lexicographical search algorithm(RLS) developed in Iskhakov, Rust and Schjerning

(2013) is guaranteed to find all MPE in a general class of gamesthey calldynamic directional

games(DDGs), provided there is a finite number of equilibria on every “stage game” defined in

this model by a unique combination of(c1,c2,c), and that all of them can be computed. These

requirements are satisfied in our model, and so using RLS algorithm we are able to compute all

MPEs of the Bertrand investment game.

3 Socially optimal production and investment

To assess the efficiency of the outcomes Bertrand investmentgame, we first derive in this section

the social optimum solution to our model that maximizes total expected discounted consumer and

producer surplus. In a dynamic model, the social planner hasto account for the investment costs.

Under our assumptions about constant returns to scale it only makes sense for the social planner

to operate a single plant. Thus, the duopoly equilibrium canbe inefficient due to duplicative

investments that a social planner would not undertake. However we will show that inefficiency in

the duopoly equilibrium manifests itself in other ways as well.

Our model of consumer demand is based on the implicit assumption that consumers have quasi-

linear preferences; the surplus they receive from consuming the good at a price ofp is some

initial level of willingness to pay net ofp. The social planning solution entails selling the good

at the marginal cost of production, and adopting an efficientinvestment strategy that minimizes

the expected discounted costs of production. Letcς be the marginal cost of production of the

current production plant, and letc be the marginal cost of production of the current state of the

art production process, which we continue to assume evolvesas an exogenous first order Markov

process with transition probabilityπ(c′|c) and its evolution is beyond the purview of the social

planner. All the social planner needs to do is to determine anoptimal investment strategyfor the

production of the good.

Let C(cς,c) be thesmallestpresent discounted value of costs of investment and production
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when the plant operated by the social planner has marginal cost cς and the state of the art tech-

nology has a marginal cost ofc ≤ cς. The minimization occurs over all feasible investment and

production strategies, but subject to the constraint that the planner must produce enough in every

period to satisfy the unit mass of consumers in the market. Wehave

C(cς,c) = min

{

cς +β
∫ c

0
C(cς,c

′)π(dc′|c), cς +K(c)+β
∫ c

0
C(c,c′)π(dc′|c)

}

, (9)

where the first component corresponds to the case when investment is not made, and costcς is

carried in the future, and the second component correspondsto the case when new state of the art

costc is acquired for additional expense ofK(c).4.

It follows that the optimal investment strategy takes the form of acutoff rulewhere it is optimal

to invest in the state of the art technology if the current cost cς is above a cutoff thresholdcς(c).

Otherwise the drop in expected future operating costs is notsufficiently large to justify undertaking

the investment and thus it is optimal to produce the good using the existing plant with marginal cost

cς. The cutoff rulecς(c) is the indifference point in (9), and thus it is the solution to the equation

K(c) = β
∫ c

0

[

C(cς(c),c
′)−C(c,c′)

]

π(dc′|c), (10)

if it exists, andcς(c) = c0 otherwise.5

We have implicitly assumed that the cost of investmentK(c) is not prohibitively high, so that

the social planner would always want to invest in a new technology. Theorem1 provides a bound

on the costs of investments that must be satisfied for investment to occur under the socially opti-

mum solution.

Theorem 1 (Necessary and sufficient condition for investment by the social planner). Let the

current costs be(cς,c). Investment (at current period or some time in the future) issocially optimal

if and only if there exists c′ ∈ [0,cς] in the support of the Markov process of the state of the art

marginal cost c(t), such that
β(cς −c′)

1−β
> K(c′). (11)

4The details about the cost recursion are given in Appendix B
5In problems where the support of{ct} is a finite set, the cutoffcς(c) is defined as the smallest value ofcς in

the support of{ct} such thatK(c)> β
∫ c

0 [C(cς,c′)−C(c,c′)]π(dc′|c).
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The proof of Theorem1, and all subsequent proofs unless sufficiently short, are provided in Ap-

pendix A.

The condition under which it is socially optimal to invest plays a central role when we analyze

the duopoly investment dynamics in section4. We will say that the investment costs are not

prohibitively high, or that investment is socially optimalif the condition (11) in Theorem1 holds

with cς = min[c1,c2], wherec j denotes the marginal cost of production of firmj in the Bertrand

investment game.

As we will show in the next section, Bertrand investment gamewith simultaneous moves sup-

ports a monopoly outcome. The following lemma establishes the efficiency of a monopoly out-

come, which is useful for what follows in the next section.

Lemma 1 (Social optimality of monopoly solution). The socially optimal investment policy is

identical to the profit maximizing investment policy of a monopolist who faces the same discount

factorβ and the same technological process{ct} with transition probabilityπ as the social planner,

assuming that in every period the monopolist can charge a price of c0 equal to the initial value of

the state of the art production technology.

Proof. Since the monopolist is constrained to charge a price no higher thanc0 every period, it

follows that the monopolist maximizes expected discountedvalue of profits by adopting a cost-

minimizing production and investment strategy as per social planner.

4 Duopoly Investment Dynamics

We are now in position to solve the model of Bertrand duopoly investment and pricing and char-

acterize the stationary Markov Perfect equilibria of this model. As mentioned above, we used the

RLS algorithm from Iskhakov, Rust and Schjerning (2013) to compute all MPEs in the Bertrand

investment game. These computations facilitated the illustrative examples below. Yet the majority

of our results are based on analyticalproofsof the general properties of the equilibria of this game.
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In the subsequent analysis we focus on a subclass of Bertrandinvestment games where the

support of the Markov process{c} representing the evolution of the state of the art production

technology is afinite subset of R1. Therefore, as discussed above, the state space of the investment

game is a finite subset ofS where all of the coordinatesc1, c2 and c lie in the support of the

Markov process{c}.6 If we further restrict the set of possible equilibrium selection rules to be

deterministicfunctions of the current state(c1,c2,c), we can show that there will only be a finite

number of possible equilibria in both the simultaneous and alternating move formulations of the

game. Yet, the number of the equilibria grows exponentiallyfast with the number of points in the

discretized state space.7

4.1 Configuration of the set of equilibrium payoffs

Provided that the investment cost is not prohibitively high, the set of all MPEs in the Bertrand

investment game is surprisingly rich. Despite the prevalence of leapfrogging in equilibrium, we

show that “monopoly” equilibria is supported in the simultaneous move game.8 A static Bertrand-

like outcome with zero expected payoff for both duopolists is also supported in the simultaneous

move game. It is generally not possible to support the neither monopoly nor zero profit outcomes

in the alternating move version of the game except for isolated, atypical counterexamples. We

summarize these findings in the following theorem what constitutes our main result.

Theorem 2(Characterization of the set of equilibrium payoffs). If investments are socially optimal

(in the sense of the condition of Theorem1) at the apex(c0,c0,c0) of the state space of the Bertrand

investment and pricing game, the following holds:

1. No investments by both firms is not supported in any of the MPE equilibria of the game;

6We proved Theorem2 by mathematical induction, and this is the reason we assume that the support of{c}
is a finite set. We believe most of the results still hold when the state space is continuous. However in the interest
of space we do not attempt to prove this result here and merelystate it as a conjecture that we believe to be true.

7We can show that if investment is socially optimal and the support of the Markov process{c} is the full
interval[0,c0] the simultaneous move Bertrand investment and pricing gamehas a continuum of MPE.

8Note that the monopoly equilibria we characterize below arenot the preemption equilibrium of Riordan and
Salant (1994). In contrast to their rent dissipation result, monopoly profits in our model are positive and are equal
to the maximum possible profits subject to the limit on price,by Lemma1 monopoly outcome is fully efficient.
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2. The simultaneous move game has two fully efficient “monopoly” equilibria in which either

one or the other firm makes all the investments and earns maximum feasible profit;

3. There exist a symmetric equilibrium in the simultaneous move game that results in zero

expected payoffs to both firms at all states(c,c,c′) ∈ S with c′ ∈ [0,c], and zero expected

payoffs to the high cost firm and positive expected payoffs tothe low cost firm in states

(c1,c2,c) where c1 6= c2;

4. The convex hull of the set of the expected discounted equilibrium payoffs to the two firms in

all MPE equilibria of simultaneous move game at the apex is a triangle with vertices(0,0),

(0,VM) and (VM,0), where VM = vN,i(c0,c0,c0) is the expected discounted payoff of firm i

which makes all investments in the monopoly equilibrium;

5. The (convex hull of the) set of expected discounted equilibrium payoffs to the two firms in

all possible MPE equilibria at the apex of the alternating move game is a strict subset of the

triangle with the same vertices;

Figure1 illustrates Theorem2 by plotting all apex payoffs to the two firms under all possible

deterministic equilibrium selection rules in the simultaneous move game where the support of

{c} is the 5 point set{0,1.25,2.5,3.75,5}. Panel (a) plots the set of payoffs that occur when

technological progress is deterministic, whereas panel (b) shows the much denser set of payoffs that

occur when technological progress is stochastic. Though there are actually a greater total number

of equilibria (192,736,405) under deterministic technological progress, many of these equilibria are

observationally equivalentrepetitionsof the same payoff point which arise due to our treatment of

the equilibrium selection rules that only differ off the equilibrium path as distinct. We indicate the

number of repetitions by the size of the payoff point plottedto be proportional to the number of

repetitions. Figure1 shows that when technology is stochastic there are fewer repetitions and so

even though there are actually 28 million fewer equilibria,there are actually a substantially greater

number (1,679,461 versus 63,676) of distinct payoff points.

It is perhaps not surprising that when firms move in an alternating fashion neither one of them

will be able to attain monopoly payoffs in any equilibrium ofthe alternating move game (except
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Figure 1: Initial node equilibrium payoffs in the simultaneous move game

Notes: The panels plot payoff maps of the Bertrand investment game with deterministic (a) and random (b) technolo-

gies. Parameters areβ = 0.9512,k1 = 8.3, k2 = 1, nc = 5. Parameters of beta distribution for random technology are

a= 1.8 andb= 0.4. Panel (a) displays the initial state payoffs to the two firms in the 192,736,405 equilibria of the

game, though there are 63,676 distinct payoff pairs among all of these equilibria. Panel (b) displays the 1,679.461

distinct payoff pairs for the 164,295,079 equilibria that arise under stochastic technology. The color and size of the

dots reflect the number of repetitions of a particular payoffcombination.

for some isolated counterexamples we discuss below). When firms make simultaneous investment

decisions, the high cost firm has no incentive to deviate fromthe equilibrium path in which its

opponent always invests. However when the firms move in an alternating fashion, the high cost

firm will have an incentive to deviate because it knows that its opponent will not be able to invest at

the same time (thereby avoiding the Bertrand investment paradox), and once the opponent sees that

the firm has invested, it will not have an incentive to immediately invest to leapfrog for a number

of periods until it is once again its turn to invest and there has been a sufficient improvement in the

state of the art. This creates a temptation for each firm to invest and leapfrog their rival that is not

present in the simultaneous move game, and the alternating move structure prevents the firms from

undertaking inefficient simultaneous investments, thoughit also generally prevents either firm from

being able to time their investments in a socially optimal way.

Statement 5 in the Theorem2 states that the zero expected profit mixed strategy equilibrium is

not sustainable in the alternating move game either. Thoughit may seem tempting to conclude that

mixed strategies can never arise in the alternating move game, we find that both pure and mixed

strategy stage game equilibria are possible in the alternating move game. The intuition as to why
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this should occur is that even though only one firm invests at any given time, whenπ(c|c) > 0

the firms know that there is a positive probability that they will remain in the same state(c1,c2,c)

for multiple periods until the technology improves. The possibility of remaining in the same state

implies that the payoff to each firm fromnot investingdepends on their belief about the probability

their opponent will invest in this state at its turn.

We formally define the leapfrogging equilibria as those where the high cost firm has a positive

probability of investment at least in one point of the state space along the equilibrium path, and

thus it can be seen in a realization of such equilibrium that ahigh cost firm leapfrogs the cost

leader. As mentioned above, leapfrogging equilibria are very typical. In all of our numerical

solutions ofsimultaneous movegame, we found that in the symmetric zero profit mixed strategy

equilibrium the high cost firm always has astrictly higherprobability of investing than the low

cost firm, thus satisfying the definition of a leapfrogging equilibrium. We have not been able to

prove this result in general, however we did prove it in the end game (whenc= 0, see LemmaA.2

in the appendix), and in the symmetric, zero expected profit mixed strategy stage game equilibria

under a slight strengthening of the condition of social optimality of investment. For the interest of

space we don’t include this result here.

4.2 Uniqueness

In spite of very large number of MPEs we find in the Bertrand investment game, there is a subclass

of games for which the equilibrium is unique, or allowing relabeling of the firms, there are two

asymmetricequilibria of the game.

Theorem 3(Sufficient conditions for uniqueness). In the dynamic Bertrand investment and pric-

ing game a sufficient condition for the MPE to be unique is that(i) firms move in alternating

fashion (i.e. m6= 0), and (ii) for each c in the support ofπ we haveπ(c|c) = 0.

Theorem3 implies that under strictly monotonic technological improvement the alternating

move investment game has a unique Markov perfect equilibrium. This is closely related to, but not

identical with an assumption of thedeterministic technological progressas discussed in section2.

There are specific types of non-deterministic technological progress for which Theorem3 will still
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hold, resulting in a unique equilibrium to the alternating move game. In subsection4.4 we will

return to this case, by considering further properties of the unique equilibrium that results when

π(c|c) = 0 including the conditions in which it constitutes a discrete time equivalent to Riordan

and Salant’s (1994) continuous time preemption equilibrium.

It is also helpful to understand why multiple equilibria canarise in the alternating move game

whenπ(c|c)> 0. The reason is that when there is a positive probability of remaining in any given

given state (assuming firms choose not to invest when it is their turn to invest), it follows that each

firm’s value ofnot investingdepends on their belief about the probability their opponent will invest.

Thus, by examining the Bellman equations (7) it not hard to see that for firm 1 the value of not

investing when it is its turn to invest,vN,1(c1,c2,c,1), depends onP2(c1,c2,c,2) whenπ(c|c)> 0.

This implies thatP1(c1,c2,c,1) will depend onP2(c1,c2,c,2), and similarly,P2(c1,c2,c,2) will

depend onP1(c1,c2,c,1). This mutual dependency creates the possibility for multiple solutions

to the Bellman equations and the firms’ investment probabilities and multiple equilibria at various

stage games of the alternating move game.

4.3 Efficiency of equilibria

We evaluated the efficiency of duopoly equilibria by calculating theirefficiency scorewhich is the

ratio of total surplus (i.e. the sum of discounted consumer surplus plus total discounted profits)

under the duopoly equilibrium to the maximum total surplus achieved under the social planning so-

lution. We note that the calculation of efficiency isequilibrium specificand thus its value depends

on the particular equilibrium of the overall game that we select. For example, we have already

proved that monopoly investment by one of the firms is an equilibrium in the simultaneous move

game, provided the cost of investment is not prohibitively high. This implies immediately that there

do exist fully efficient MPE in the simultaneous move game. Wenow show that the non-monopoly

equilibria of either the simultaneous or alternating move investment games are generallyinefficient

and this inefficiency is typically due to two sources a) duplicative investments (valid only in mixed

strategy equilibria in the simultaneous move investment game), and b) excessively frequent invest-

ments. Note that it is logically possible that inefficiency could arise fromexcessively infrequent
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investmentsand the logic of the Bertrand investment paradox might lead us to conjecture that we

should see investments that are tooinfrequentin equilibrium relative to what the social planner

would do. However surprisingly, we find that duopoly investments are generally excessively fre-

quent to the social optimum, with preemptive investments (when they arise) representing the most

extreme form of inefficient excessively frequent investment in new technology.

The two panels in the left column in Figure2 illustrate the set of equilibrium payoffs from

all MPE equilibria computed by the RLS algorithm of Iskhakov, Rust and Schjerning (2013). We

compute the efficiency of each of the equilibria, and treating the calculated efficiencies as “data”,

we plot their empirical distribution in the corresponding panels in the right column in Figure2.

Panels (a) and (c) in Figure2 represent an alternating move investment game with deterministic

alternations of the right to move and the technological progress which is not strictly monotonic, i.e.

π(c|c)> 0 for somec. The opposite of the latter condition ensures unique equilibrium in this game

according to Theorem3, but multiple equilibria is a typical outcome in the alternative move game

with “sticky” state of the art technology. Consistent with Theorem2 the set of equilibrium payoffs

is a strict subset of the triangle, showing that it is not possible to achieve the monopoly payoffs

(corners) or the zero profit mixed strategy equilibrium payoff (origin) in this case. As before, we

have used the size of the plotted payoff points to indicate the number of repetitions of the payoff

points, but now we use the color of plotted equilibrium payoffs to indicate the efficiency. Red (hot)

indicates high efficiency payoffs, and blue (cool) indicates lower efficiency payoffs.

We see a clear positive correlation between payoff and efficiency in panel (a) — there is a

tendency for the points with the highest total payoffs (i.e.points closest to the line connecting

the monopoly outcomes) to have higher efficiency indices. The CDFs of efficiency levels in panel

(c) shows that 1) overall efficiency is reasonably high, withthe median equilibrium having an

efficiency in excess of 97%, and 2) the maximum efficiency of the equilibria involving mixed

strategies along the equilibrium path is strictly less than100%.

In panels (b) and (d) of Figure2 we plot the set of equilibrium payoffs and distribution of equi-

librium efficiency for a simultaneous move investment underthe deterministic technology process.

In accordance with Theorem2 the monopoly and zero profit outcomes are now present among
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Figure 2: Payoff maps and efficiency of MPE in two specifications of the game
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Notes: Panel (a)-(b) plots payoff maps and panel (c)-(d) cdfplots of efficiency by equilibrium type for two versions

of the Bertrand investment pricing game. In panel (a) and (c)the case of deterministic alternating moves and non-

strictly monotonic one step stochastic technological progress. Parameters in this case areβ = 0.9592,k1 = 5, k2 = 0,,

f (1|1) = f (2|2) = 0, f (2|1) = f (1|2) = 1, ctr = 1 nc = 4. In panel (b) and (d) we plot the payoffs and the distribution

of efficiency for the simultaneous move game with deterministic one step technology. Leapfrog equilibria are defined

as having positive probability to invest by the cost follower along the equilibrium path, mixed strategy equilibria are

defined as involving at least one mixed strategy stage equilibrium along the equilibrium path.

the computed MPE equilibria of the model. Overall, the equilibria in this game are less efficient

compared to the equilibria in the alternating move game displayed in the top row panels, but the

tendency of more efficient equilibria to be located closer tothe “monopoly” frontier remains. The

additional source of inefficiency in this game is redundancyof simultaneous investments, which

appear in the mixed strategy equilibria. It is clearly seen in the cumulative distribution plot in panel
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(d) that even though more than 30% of the equilibria are approaching full efficiency9, the mixed

strategy equilibria are not among them. Instead, the distribution of their efficiency is stochastically

dominated by the distribution of efficiencies in all the equilibria of the game.

We formalize the above discussion in the following theorem.

Theorem 4(Inefficiency of mixed strategy equilibria). A necessary condition for efficiency in the

dynamic Bertrand investment and pricing game is that along MPE path only pure strategy stage

equilibria are played.

Figure3 establishes the existence offully efficient leapfrogging equilibria.Panel (a) of figure

3 plots the set of equilibrium payoffs in a simultaneous move investment game where there are

four possible values for state of the art costs{0,1.67,3.33,5} and technology improves determin-

istically. Recall that the payoff points colored in dark redare 100% efficient, so we see that there

are a number of othernon-monopoly equilibriathat can achievefull efficiency. The significance

of this finding is that we have shown that it is possible to obtain competitive equilibria where

leapfrogging by the firms ensures that consumers receive some of the surplus and benefits from

technological progress without a cost in terms of inefficient investment such as we have observed

occurs in mixed strategy equilibria of the game where socially inefficient excessive investment re-

sults in lower prices to consumers but at the cost of zero expected profits to firms. Notice, however,

that even the least efficient mixed strategy equilibrium still has an efficiency of 96%, so that in this

particular example the inefficiency of various equilibria may not be a huge concern.

Panels (c) and (d) of Figure3 plot the simulated investment profiles of two different equilibria.

Panel (c) shows the monopoly equilibria where firm 2 is the monopolist investor. The socially

optimal investment policy is to make exactly two investments: the first when costs have fallen

from 5 to 1.67, and the second when costs have fallen to the absorbing value of 0. Panel (d) shows

the equilibrium realization from a pure strategy equilibrium that involves leapfrogging, yet the

investments are made at exact same time as the social plannerwould do. After firm 1 invests when

costs reach 1.67 (consumers continue to pay the pricep1 = 5), in time period 5 it is leapfrogged by

9To be exact, 15.22% have efficiency of 0.9878 and the same fraction of equilibria is fully efficient.
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Figure 3: Efficiency of equilibria
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Notes: Panel (a) and panel (b) plots the apex payoff map and distribution of efficiency indices for the simultaneous

move game. 25.88% of all equilibria are fully efficient. The most efficient mixed strategy equilibrium has the efficiency

index 0.99998 but does not violate Theorem4. Panel (c) displays the simulated investment profile from a fully

efficient “monopoly” equilibrium, while panel (d) displaysthe example of fully efficient equilibrium that involves

leapfrogging.

firm 2 who becomes the permanent low cost producer. At this point a “price war” brings the price

down from 5 to 1.67, which becomes new permanent level.

We conclude that the leapfrogging equilibria may be fully efficient if investments are made in

the same moments of time as the monopolist would invest, but in these equilibria consumers also

benefit from the investments because the price decreases in aseries of permanent drops.

Lemma 2 (Existence of efficient non-monopoly equilibria). In both the simultaneous move and

alternating move investment games, there exist fully efficient non-monopoly equilibria.

Proof. The proof is by example shown in Figure3. An example of a fully efficient non-monopoly
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equilibrium when the firms move alternately (in deterministic fashion) can be constructed as well10.

While we find that efficient leapfrogging occur generically as equilibria in the simultaneous

move investment game, the result that there exist efficient leapfrogging equilibria in the alternating

move investment game should be viewed as a special counterexample, and that we typically do not

get fully efficient leapfrogging equilibria in alternatingmove games with sufficiently details dis-

critization of the state space and when investment costs are“reasonable” in relation to production

costs (i.e. when the cost of building a new plantK(c) significantly different from zero). However

due to the vast multiplicity of equilibria in the simultaneous move investment game, we have no

basis for asserting that efficient leapfrogging equilibriaare any more likely to arise than other more

inefficient equilibria.

We conclude by stating that the inefficiency is caused byexcessive frequency of investment

rather thanunderinvestment.In simultaneous move games we already noted that another source

of inefficiency isredundant, duplicative investmentsthat occur only in mixed strategy equilibria.

We noted that while mixed strategy equilibria also exist in the alternating move investment game,

duplicative simultaneous investments cannot occur by the assumption that only one firm can invest

at any given time. Thus, the inefficiency of the mixed strategy equilibria of the alternating move

games is generally a result of excessively frequent investment under the mixed strategy equilib-

rium. However it is important to point out that we have constructed examples of inefficient equi-

libria where there isunderinvestmentrelative to the social optimum. Such an example is provided

in panel (b) of Figure4 in the next section.

4.4 Leapfrogging, Rent-dissipation and Preemption

In this section we consider the Riordan and Salant conjecture that was discussed in section 2. Rior-

dan and Salant conjectured that regardless of whether the firms move simultaneously or alternately,

10Let the possible cost states be{0,5,10}, assume deterministic technological progress, the cost ofinvesting
K = 4, and the discount factorβ = 0.95. Then the socially optimal investment strategy is for investments to occur
whenc= 5 andc = 10, and these investments will occur at those states in the unique equilibrium of the game,
but where one firm makes the first investment atc= 5 and the opponent makes the other investment whenc= 0.
These investments clearly involve leapfrogging that is also fully efficient.
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or whether technological progress is deterministic or stochastic, the general outcome in all of these

environments should be that ofrent-dissipating preemption, a situation where only one firm invests

and does so sufficiently frequently in order to deter its opponent from investing. These frequent

preemptive investments fully dissipate any profits the investing firm can expect to earn from pre-

empting its rival (and hence also dissipating all social surplus). We first confirm their main result

stated in terms of our model.

Theorem 5(Riordan and Salant, 1994).Consider a continuous time investment game with deter-

ministic alternating moves. Assume that the cost of investment is independent of c, K(c) =K and is

not prohibitively high in the sense of inequality (11). Further, assume that technological progress

is deterministic with state of the art costs at time t≥ 0 given by the continuous, non-decreasing

function c(t) and continuous time interest rate r> 0. Assume that the continuous time analog of

the condition that investment costs are not too high holds, i.e. C(0) > rK. Then there exists a

unique MPE of the continuous time investment game (modulo relabeling of the firms) that involve

preemptive investments by one or the other of the two firms andno investment in equilibrium by its

opponent. The discounted payoffs of both firms in equilibrium is0, so the entire surplus is wasted

on excessively frequent investments by the preempting firm.

Corollary 5.1 (Riordan and Salant, 1994).The continuous time equilibrium in Theorem5 is a

limit of the unique equilibria of a sequence of discrete timegames whereβ = exp{−r∆t} and

per period profits of the firms, ri(c1,c2), are proportional to∆t and the order of moves alternates

deterministically, for a deterministic sequence of state of the art costs given by(c0,c1,c2,c3, . . .) =

(c(0),c(∆t),c(2∆t),c(3∆t), . . .) as∆t → 0.

The proofs of Theorem5 and Corollary5.1 is given in Riordan and Salant (1994) who used a

mathematical induction argument to establish the existence of the continuous time equilibrium as

the limit of the equilibria of a sequence of discrete time alternating move investment games.

In Figure4 we plot simulated MPE for three versions of the Bertrand investment pricing game

with deterministic alternating move and strictly monotonic technological progress. In the panel (a)

we let the length of the time periods be relatively small to provide a good discrete time approxima-

tion to Riordan and Salant’s model in continuous time. In panel (b) we decrease the number points
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Figure 4: Production and state of the art costs in simulated MPE: continuous. vs. discrete time
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Panel (a): Preemption and rent−dissipation
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Panel (b): Underinvestment
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Notes: The figure plots simulated MPE equilibria for three versions of the Bertrand investment pricing game with

deterministic alternating move and strictly monotonic technological progress. In panel (a) we present a discrete time

approximation to Riordan and Salant’s model in continuous time, with parametersβ = 0.9512k1 = 2, k2 = 0, π(c|c) =
0, f (1|1) = f (2|2) = 0, f (2|1) = f (1|2) = 1, nc = 100,∆t = 0.25. In panel (b) we decrease the number of discrete

support points forc tonc = 25 and increase the length of the time period such that∆t = 1 adjusting per period values.

In panel(c) we in addition lower investment costs by settingk1 = 0.5.

of support of the marginal cost and increase the length of thetime period. In panel(c) in addition

we lower investment cost. These three examples demonstratethat preemptive rent-dissipating in-

vestments indeed can happen in discrete time when the cost ofinvesting in the new technology

K(c) is large enough relative to per period profits, but fails whenthe opposite is true as shown in

panels (b) and (c). In discrete time, both duopolist have temporary monopoly power that can lead

to inefficient under-investment as shown in the equilibriumrealization in panel (b) or leapfrogging

as shown in panel (c). Since per period profits are proportional to the length of the time period, the

latter increases the value of the temporary cost advantage afirm gains after investment in the state

of the art technology. If investment costs are sufficiently low relative to per period profits, it can

actually be optimal for the cost follower to leapfrog the cost leader, in the limiting case even for a

one period cost leadership.

While the Riordan and Salant result of strategic preemptionwith full rent dissipationonly holds

in the continuous time limit∆t → 0, their conclusion that investment preemption will occur is ro-

bust to discreteness of time. To this extent we find investment preemption as the only equilibrium

in our discrete time numerical solutions when∆t is sufficiently small. Thus, there is a “neighbor-
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Figure 5: Production and state of the art costs in simulated MPE under uncertainty
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Panel (a): Random alternating moves
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Panel (b): Non−monotonic tech. progress
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Panel (c): Non−monotonic multistep tech. progress
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Panel (d): Simultaneous move
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Notes: The figure plots simulated MPE by type for four stochastic generalizations of the model illustrated in Figure
4.b. In panel (a) we consider random alternating moves wheref (1|1) = f (2|2) = 0.2 and f (2|1) = f (1|2) = 0.8. In
panel (b) we allow for non-strictly monotonic one step random technological improvement. In panel (c) we allow
technological progress to follow a beta distribution over the interval[c,0] wherec is the current best technology
marginal cost of production. The scale parameters of this distribution isa= 1.8 andb= 0.4 so that the expected cost,
given an innovation, isc∗a/(a+b). Panel (d) plots an equilibrium path from the simultaneous move game. Unless
mentioned specifically remaining parameters are as in panel(b) of Figure (4).

hood” of ∆t about the limit value 0 for which their unique preemption equilibrium also holds in

a discrete time framework. However the conclusion that preemption is fully inefficient and rent

dissipating is not robust to discrete time. In discrete timethe preempting firm does earn positive

profits which results in that the equilibrium is not completely inefficient.

Allowing for random alternationin the right to move, we obtain a unique pure strategy equilib-

rium, since random alternations does not violate the sufficient conditions for uniqueness given in

Theorem3. Yet, random alternation of the right to move destroys the ability to engage in strategic

preemption and creates the opportunity for leapfrogging, since firms cannot full control. Figure

5, panel (a) gives an example of a simulated equilibrium path when the right to move alternates
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randomly. While this equilibrium path depicts a unique purestately equilibrium, we clearly see

the leapfrogging pattern.

From Theorem3 it follows that if there is positive probability of remaining with the same state

of the art costc for more that one period of time, i.e.π(c|c) > 0, the main results of Riordan and

Salant (1994) will no longer hold in our model. We may have multiple equilibria, there will be

leapfrogging, and full rent dissipation fails.

Figure5 presents simulated equilibrium paths when we introduce randomness in the evolution

of the state of the art technology, the order of moves in the alternating move game, or possibility

for simultaneous investment. All panels exhibit leapfrogging, reflecting the statement that stochas-

ticity in the model presents the cost follower with more opportunities to leapfrog its opponent and

makes it harder for the cost leader to preempt leapfrogging.Overall, in presence of uncertainty,

the game becomes much more contestable.

Lemma 3. (Limits to Riordan and Salant result) Preemption does not hold when (1) cost of in-

vestment K(c) is sufficiently small relative to per period profits, (2) investment decisions are made

simultaneously, (3) the right to move alternates randomly,(4) π(c|c) > 0, i.e. under other than

strictly monotonic technological progress.

Proof. The proof is by counter examples which are shown in Figure4 and5.

The vast majority of MPE equilibria in the many specifications of the game we have solved

using the RLS algorithm exhibited leapfrogging. It appearsthat Riordan and Salant results are not

robust to any of the mentioned assumptions, at least in the discrete time analog of their model.

However with the exception of the full rent dissipation result, we believe that there is aneighbor-

hoodabout the limiting set of parameter values that Riordan and Salant used to prove Theorem

5 for which their conjectured preemption equilibrium will continue to hold, at least with high

probability.
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5 Conclusions

The key contribution of this paper is to provide the first characterization ofall equilibria of a dy-

namic duopoly model of Bertrand price competition in the presence of stochastic technological

progress. Contrary to the previous literature which has focused oninvestment preemptionas the

generic equilibrium outcome, we have shown that the genericequilibrium outcome involves vari-

ous types ofleapfroggingthat result in some of the benefits of technological progressbeing passed

on to consumers in the form of lower prices. We have shown thatthese dynamic equilibria are

generally inefficient due to a combination of excessively frequent investments and duplicative in-

vestments resulting from coordination failures between the firms. However we have shown that

efficiency is very high and there exist fully efficient asymmetric monopoly equilibria, as well as

efficient non-monopoly equilibria involving perfectly coordinated leapfrogging by the two firms.

Our analysis provides a new interpretation of “price wars.”In the equilibria of our model, prices

are piecewise flat with large sudden declines in prices that occur when a high cost firm leapfrogs

its opponent to become the new low cost leader. It is via theseperiodic price drops that consumers

benefit from technological progress and competition between the duopolists. We find surprisingly

a large and complex set of equilibria and possible price and investment dynamics from such a

simple model. We find a huge number of equilibria ranging frompure strategy monopoly outcomes

to highly mixed strategy equilibria where expected profits of both firms are zero. In between are

equilibria where leapfrogging investments are relativelyinfrequent so that consumers see fewer

benefits from technological progress in the form of lower prices. We argue that leapfrogging, rather

than preemption, is a better description of competitive behavior in actual markets and empirical

studies such as Goettler and Gordon (2011) seem to confirm this.

Our analysis also contributes to the long-standing debate about the relationship of market struc-

ture and innovation. Schumpeter (1939) argued a monopolistwill innovate more rapidly than a

competitive industry since the monopolist can fully appropriate the benefits of R&D or other cost-

reducing investments, whereas some of these investments would be dissipated in a competitive

market. However Arrow (1962) argued that innovation (or newtechnology adoption) under a mo-

nopolist will be slower than would occur in a competitive market which is in turn lower than the
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rate of innovation that would be chosen by a social planner. Both types of results have appeared

in the subsequent literature. For example, in the R&D investment model analyzed by Goettler and

Gordon (2011), the rate of innovation under monopoly is higher than under duopoly but still below

the rate of innovation that would be chosen by a social planner. These inefficiencies are driven in

part by the existence of externalities such asknowledge spilloversthat are commonly associated

with R&D investments.

In a settings where each competing firm can at any time access an exogenouslydeveloping state

of the art technology, we have shown that the rate of adoptionof new cost-reducing technologies

under the duopoly equilibrium is generallyhigher than the monopoly or socially optimal solution.

We showed that equilibria where there isleapfroggingand equilibria where there isinvestment

preemptionboth lead the duopolists to collectively invest more in costreducing technologies than

a social planner. Moreover, our model provides an example where monopoly outcome coincides

with social optimum investment strategy. This result is rather specialized, and should be checked

against some of the restrictive assumptions of the model. Inparticular, it would be important to

extend the model to allow for entry and exit of firms.11

A disturbing aspect of our findings from a methodological standpoint is the plethora of Markov

perfect equilibria present in a very simple extension of thestandard static textbook model of

Bertrand price competition, which is reminiscent of the “Folk theorem” for repeated games.

Though we have shown that the set of payoffs shrinks dramatically to a strict subset of the tri-

angle under the alternating move game and a unique MPE obtains when the probability that an

improvement in the state of the art technology is sufficiently close to one, there will generally be a

huge multiplicity of equilibria either when firms move simultaneously, or when the probability of

technological improvement is sufficiently low. Thus, though we have demonstrated how leapfrog-

ging can be viewed as an endogenous solution to the “anti-coordination problem” our paper leaves

unsolved the more general question of how firms coordinate ona single equilibrium when there is

a vast multiplicity of possible equilibria.

11We refer readers to the original work by Reinganum (1985) as well as recent work by Acemoglu and Cao
(2011) and the large literature they build on. It is an example of promising new models of endogenous innovation
by incumbentsandnew entrants. In their model entrants are responsible for more “drastic” innovations that tend
to replace incumbents, who focus on less drastic innovations that improve their existing products.
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A Proofs of Lemmas and Theorems

Theorem 1 (Necessary and sufficient condition for investment by the social planner).

Proof. Note that the left hand side of inequality (11) is the discounted cost savings from adopting

the state of the art technologyc when the existing plant has marginal costcς. We first prove that

if this inequality holds, then investment will be socially optimal at some state(c′ς,c
′) satisfying

c′ς ∈ [0,cς] andc′ ∈ [0,c′ς]. Suppose, to the contrary, that investment is not optimal for the social

planner for any valuec′ς ≤ cς and anyc′ ∈ [0,c′ς]. It follows thatC(c′ς,c
′) = c′ς/(1− β) for all

c′ς ≤ cς and allc′ ∈ [0,c′ς]. However if the social planner did decide to invest when the state is

(cς,c) the planner’s discounted costs would becς +K(c)+ β
∫ c

0 C(c,c′)π(dc′|c). Since we have

assumed it is not optimal for the social planner to invest at any state(c′ς,c
′) with c′ ∈ [0,c′ς], then

it cannot be optimal to invest in particular at any state(cς,c) with c ∈ [0,cς]. It follows that

cς/(1−β)≤ cς+K(c)+β
∫ c

0 C(c,c′)π(dc′|c) for all c∈ [0,cς]. However sinceC(c,c′) = c/(1−β)

for all c′ ∈ [0,c], it follows thatβcς/(1−β)≤ K(c)+βc/(1−β) for all cς ≥ 0 and allc∈ [0,cς],

but this contradicts inequality (11).

Conversely, suppose inequality (11) does not hold. Then it follows that there is no value

of [c′ς,c
′] with c′ ∈ [0,c′ς] for which investment is optimal, since we can show that in this case

C(c′ς,c
′) = c′ς/(1− β) for all c′ς ∈ [0,cς]. This latter result follows by verifying that it is a solu-

tion to the Bellman equation (9), where it follows that the cost of replacing a plant with marginal

costc′ς in statec′ is c′ς +K(c′)+βc′/(1−β) which exceeds the cost of keeping the existing plant

C(c′ς,c
′) = c′ς/(1−β) by our assumption that inequality (11) does not hold for anyc′ς ∈ [0,cς] and

c′ ∈ [0,c′ς]. Since the solution to the Bellman equation is unique (via the contraction mapping prop-

erty) and corresponds to an optimal investment policy, we conclude that there is no state(c′ς,c
′)

with c′ς ∈ [0,cς] andc′ ∈ [0,c′ς] for which investment in the state of the art technologyc′ is socially

optimal.

Theorem 2 (Characterization of the set of equilibrium payoffs).

The proof requires some intermediary results.
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Lemma A.1 (Characterization of no investment MPE). There is a unique no investment equilib-

rium where neither of the firms invests in state(c1,c2,c) ∈ S, if ∀c1 ∈ [0,c0] and∀c ∈ [0,c1] we

have

K(c)≥
β(c1−c)
(1−β)

. (12)

Proof. Consider the simultaneous move game first, i.e. the casem= 0. If it is an equilibrium for

neither firm to invest, we must have

P1(c1,c2,c) = 0

P2(c1,c2,c) = 0,

∀(c1,c2,c) ∈ S. Let c0 be the apex point ofS, i.e. c0 is the initial and highest value of the state

of the art marginal cost of production at the start of the game. Then, in particular me must have

P1(c1,c0,c) = 0 for all c1 ∈ [0,c0] and for allc ∈ [0,c1]. If it is never optimal for either firm to

invest in any state, then it follows that

vN,1(c1,c0,c) =
c0−c1

(1−β)

vI ,1(c1,c0,c) = c1−K(c)+
β(c0−c)
(1−β)

Whenη = 0, P1(c1,c0,c) = 0 ⇐⇒ vN(c1,c0,c) ≥ vI ,1(c1,c0,c). This implies that the following

inequality must hold∀c1 ∈ [0,c0] and∀c∈ [0,c1]

c0−c1

(1−β)
≥ (c0−c1)−K(c)+β

(c0−c)
(1−β)

. (13)

It is easy to see via simple algebra that inequality (13) is equivalent to inequality (12). Now

consider the alternating move game,m 6= 0. It is not hard to show, using the Bellman equations for

the alternating move game (see equation7 in section2), that if it is never optimal for either firm

to invest, then it follows that for the state(c1,c2,c) = (c1,c0,c) (where recall thatc0 is the initial

value of the state of the marginal productionc), thatP1(c1,c0,c) = 0 for all c1 ∈ [0,c0] and for all

c∈ [0,c1]. But this will be true if and only if

vN,1(c1,c0,c,1) =
c0−c1

(1−β)

vI ,1(c1,c0,c,1) = c1−K(c)+
β(c0−c)
(1−β)
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andvN,1(c1,c0,c,1)≥ vI ,1(c1,c0,c,1). But it is easy to see that this is equivalent to inequality (13)

above, which is in turn equivalent to the inequality (12), thereby proving LemmaA.1.

Lemma A.2 (Leapfrogging in the mixed strategy equilibrium). Supposeη = 0 and m= 0 (i.e.

simultaneous move game with no investment cost shocks), c= 0, and the investment is socially op-

timal, i.e.βmin(c1,c2)/(1−β)> K(0). Then if c1 > c2 > 0, in the mixed strategy equilibrium the

probability that firm 1 invests exceeds the probability thatfirm 2 invests, P1(c1,c2,0)>P2(c1,c2,0).

Proof. For convenience, we will drop the arguments in the mixed strategy probabilities and write

P1 andP2 instead ofP1(c1,c2,0) andP2(c1,c2,0). We start by noting thatK(0) < βc2
1−β ensures

that investment is profitable even for firm 1 whose potential pay-off is smaller. In other words,

both firms’ investment decisions are economically justified. Next, observe that whenβ = 0 in

the(c1,c2,0) end game there is unique pure strategy equilibrium where neither of the companies

invests. Thus, we only consider the caseβ > 0. Also, to simplify notation we setK = K(0).

The value functions of the two firms in the point(c1,c2,0) can be written as

V1 = P1×

(

P2 · (−K)+(1−P2) ·

(

βc2

1−β
−K

))

+

+(1−P1)× (P2 ·0+(1−P2) ·βV1)

V2 = P2×

(

P1 · (c1−c2−K)+(1−P1) ·

(

c1−c2+
βc1

1−β
−K

))

+

+(1−P2)× (P1 · (c1−c2)+(1−P1) · (c1−c2+βV2))

where the definition of the probabilityP1 of investment by firm 1 in the mixed strategy equilibrium

gives

P2 · (−K)+(1−P2) ·

(

βc2

1−β
−K

)

= P2 ·0+(1−P2) ·βV1

and thus the value function itself becomes the weighted sum of equal parts, leading to

V1 = P2 · (−K)+(1−P2) ·

(

βc2

1−β
−K

)

= P2 ·0+(1−P2) ·βV1

Using the second equality in the last expression, we findV1= 0, and then using the first equality

in the same expression, we find 1−P2 =
K(1−β)

βc2
.
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The definition of the probabilityP2 of investment by firm 2 in the mixed strategy equilibrium,

similarly gives

V2 = P1 · (c1−c2−K)+(1−P1) ·

(

c1−c2+
βc1

1−β
−K

)

= P1 · (c1−c2)+(1−P1) · (c1−c2+βV2)

Using the second equality in the last expression, we findV2 =
c1−c2

(1−β·(1−P1))
, and using the it once

again we get

P1(c1−c2−K)+(1−P1)

(

c1−c2+
βc1

1−β
−K

)

= P1(c1−c2)+(1−P1)(c1−c2+βV2)

(1−P1)

(

βc1

1−β
−K

)

−P1K = (1−P1)βV2

c1

1−β
−

K
β · (1−P1)

= V2

Combining the two expressions for the value functionV2, we get the following equation

c1−c2

1−β · (1−P1)
=

c1

1−β
−

K
β · (1−P1)

Multiplying by 1−β and inserting the expression for 1−P2, we have

c1−c2

1+ β
1−βP1

= c1−
1−P2

1−P1
c2

c1−
1−P2
1−P1

c2

c1−c2
=

1

1+ β
1−βP1

6 1

c1−
1−P2

1−P1
c2 6 c1−c2

1−P2

1−P1
> 1

P1 > P2

The inequalities are due to the fact that 06 P1 6 1, β
1−β > 0, c1− c2 > 0, c2 > 0. The final

inequality is strict unlessP1 = P2 = 0, which impliesK = βc2
1−β thus leading to a contradiction. We

conclude then thatP1 > P2.

Lemma A.3 (Efficiency of equilibria in the simultaneous move end game). Suppose m= 0 and c=

0 (the end game of the simultaneous move game). In states whereinvestment is not socially optimal,
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i.e. βmin(c1,c2)/(1− β) < K(0), the investment game has a unique pure strategy equilibrium

where neither firm invests. When investment is socially optimal, the investment game has three

subgame perfect Nash equilibria: two efficient pure strategy equilibria and an inefficient mixed

strategy equilibrium.

Proof. Recall that we are considering the simultaneous move game and show that there are two

possible equilibrium configurations at any end game state(c1,c2,0): either the state admits a

unique no-investment equilibrium where neither firm invests, or there are three possible equilibria

in the state, two of which are the pure strategy “anti-coordination” equilibria and the third is a

mixed strategy equilibrium. We now prove that the no-investment equilibrium obtains if and only

if a social planner who is operating two plants with marginalcosts(c1,c2) when the state of the art

marginal cost is 0 does not find it optimal to incur the investment costK(0) to acquire this state of

the art technology. Also the social planner will invest in the state of the art technology if and only

if there are the three above mentioned equilibria exist at the end game state(c1,c2,0).

Consider the case wherec1 ≤ c2. It is enough to prove this case since it will be clear that the

proof in the case where wherec1 > c2 is symmetric to the argument given below. The optimal

operating and investment rule for a social planner who controls two plants with costsc1 ≤ c2 is to

a) shut down plant 2 since it is obsolete relative to plant 1 and plant 1 can supply the entire market,

and b) invest in the state of the art zero marginal cost technology if this lowers the discounted

production costs. Since the investment cost of building thenew state of the art plant isK(0) and

there is a one period time to build it, the discounted costs ofinvestment and production from

investing in the state of the art technology isc1+K(0). If the social planner does not invest in the

state of the art technology and produces forever using the lower cost plant at a marginal cost ofc1

the present value isc1/(1−β). Thus the social planner will invest in the state of the art techology

if and onlyc1+K(0)< c1/(1−β), or equivalently,

βc1

(1−β)
> K(0). (14)

This condition states that the cost of investing is not too high relative to the discounted marginal

cost of production of the lower cost plantc1, i.e. that the cost of investing does not outweigh the

discounted future cost savings resulting from the investment.
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Now consider the Nash equilibria of the(c1,c2,0) end game. We show that if investment is

not optimal for the social planner, i.e. ifc1 < (1− β)K(0)/β, then there is only a single “no

investment” equilibrium of this game. Otherwise there are three equilibria: two pure strategy

anticoordination equilibria where either firm 1 invests andfirm 2 doesn’t (and vice versa), and a

zero expected profit mixed strategy equilibria where the twofirms invest with probabilitiesπ1< π2,

respectively, by LemmaA.2. Consider first the pure strategy equilibrium where firm 1 invests

and firm 2 doesn’t. The payoff to firm 1 to investing isc2−c1+βc2/(1−β)−K(0) whereas the

payoff to to firm 2 from not investing is 0. If firm 2 deviates andchooses to invest, then its payoff is

−K(0) because by simultaneous investment both firms 1 and 2 will have acquired the zero marginal

cost state of the art technology and the ensuing Bertrand price competition will drive prices and

profits of both firms to zero. Thus, the high cost firm (firm 2) does not want to invest if it knows

that the low cost firm (firm 1) plans to invest under any circumstances. However the “deviation

payoff” to firm 1 involves not investing this period but thereafter “returning to the equilibrium

path” and making the investment one period later. The payoffto this one period delay in investing

is c2 − c1 + β[c2 − c1 + βc2/(1− β)− K(0)]. For the conjectured pure strategy equilibrium to

actually be possible it must be

c2−c1+
βc2

(1−β)
−K(0)> c2−c1+β

[

c2−c1+
βc2

(1−β)
−K(0)

]

. (15)

But after some simple algebraic rearrangements, this inequality id is equivalent to inequality (14)

defining the socially optimal investment condition. Thus, we conclude that the pure strategy equi-

librium where firm 1 invests and firm 2 doesn’t exists if and only if it is socially optimal for the

investment to occur.

Now consider the other pure strategy equilibrium where firm 2invests and firm 1 doesn’t. The

payoff to firm 2 from investing isβc1/(1−β)−K(0) whereas the payoff to deviating and delaying

the investment by one period isβ[βc1/(1−β)−K(0)], so as long asβc1/(1−β)−K(0)> 0 it will

be optimal for firm 2 to invest, but of course this is the same asinequality (14) defining the optimal

investment rule for the social planner. For firm 1, the payoffto not investing isc2−c1 whereas the

payoff to investing given that it knows that firm 2 will also invest isc2−c1−K(0). Thus, firm 1

will never want to invest if it knows firm 2 will invest, and we have shown that the pure strategy
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equilibrium where only firm 2 invests exists if and only if it is socially optimal for investment

to occur. Notice that even though firm 2 is the high cost firm, the fact that it invests rather than

investing being done by the low cost firm does not entail any higher costs because regardless of

whether firm 1 or firm 2 invests, both of their existing plants will become obsolete and production

will be done using the new state of the art zero marginal cost production technology.

Finally, consider the mixed strategy equilibrium. Following the proof of LemmaA.2, the

probability that firm 1 invests in the mixed strategy equilibrium is given by

π1 =
βc1/(1−β)−K(0)

βc1/(1−β)
(16)

andπ2 > π1. Note thatπ1≥ 0 if and only ifβc1/(1−β)−K(0)≥ 0 which is the same as inequality

(14) for investment to be socially optimal. However this does not imply that the mixed strategy

equilibrium is efficient because of the potentialredundantinvestment by the two firms in the mixed

strategy equilibrium. LetCm be the present discounted value of investment and production costs

under this mixed strategy equilibrium. We have

Cm = 2Kπ1π2+Kπ1(1−π2)+Kπ2(1−π1)+c1+β(1−π1)(1−π2)Cm

= K(π1π2)+c1+β(1−π1)(1−π2)Cm

We will now show thatCm = (K(π1+π2)+c1)/(1−β(1−π1)(1−π2)) exceeds the socially op-

timal production and investment costsc1+K(0) that a social planner can achieve by undertaking

only a single investment in the state of the art technology and avoid the higher costs due to re-

dundant investments (when the two firms invest at the same time) and the costs due to delayed in

investment (due to the probability(1−π1)(1−π2) that neither firm invests under the mixed strat-

egy equilibrium. Since the algebra to show thatCm > c1+K(0) gets rather messy, we establish

this inequality via an indirect argument. Letp= π1+π2−π1π2 ∈ (0,1) be the probability thatat

least one of the firms invests in the mixed strategy equilibrium.Define a new cost valueCm by

Cm = c1+ pK(0)+β(1− p)Cm.

=
c1+ pK(0)
1−β(1− p)

.

SinceCm is the present value of costs under a mixed strategy equilibrium that ignores the occur-

rence of redundant investments by the two firms, it is evidentthatCm < Cm. We now show that
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Cm > c1+K(0), and thusCm > c1+K(0). To see whyCm > c1+K(0) we writeCm(p) to em-

phasize its dependence onp, the probability that at least one firm invests in the mixed strategy

equilibrium. Note thatCm(0) = c1/(1−β)> c1+K(0), andCm(1) = c1+K(0). Since we know

that the true value ofp < 1, it suffices to show thatd/dpCm(p) < 0. Calculating this derivative,

we have
d

dp
Cm(p) =

K(0)−βCm(p)
1−β(1− p)

. (17)

Note that sinceCm(0) = c1/(1−β) we haved/dpCm(p)|p=0 < 0 by inequality (14). Further we

have
d

dp
Cm(p)|p=1 = K(0)(1−β)−βc1 < 0 (18)

again by inequality (14). It is not hard to see from the two inequalities above that infact we

also haved/dpCm(p) < 0 for eachp ∈ [0,1]. Thus, it follows thatCm > Cm > c1+K(0) which

establishes the inefficiency of the mixed strategy equilibrium.

Lemma A.4 (No investment equilibrium at edge states). In both the simultaneous and alternating

move games with no investment cost shocks (i.e.η = 0) there is a unique stage equilibrium at all

edge states in which neither firm invests.

Proof. In the absence of random investment costs, once one of the firms has acquired the state

of the art technology (i.e.c j = c), it will not want to invest again, but rather wait until a further

technological innovation occurs at some time in the future and perhaps invest again at that time.

Similarly, the opponent will not have an incentive to investeither even if its plant is not state of the

art since it realizes that its investment will only enable itto match the state of the art production

cost of its rival, and the resulting Bertrand price competition will ensure that both firms earn zero

profits until some technological innovation occurs in the future that would enable one or the other

firms to leapfrog its opponent. So the Bertrand investment paradox logic does indeed hold at the

edge states and is the reason for no investment by either firm there.

Lemma A.5 (Necessary and sufficient conditions for investments by social planner at state(c1,c)).

Suppose that it is not optimal for the social planner (or monopolist) to invest at state(c1,c), with

c1 ≥ c. Letτ̃ denote the first passage time from the point(c1,c) to the set I= {(c1,c)|ι(c1,c) = 1},
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i.e. τ is the random time until it is optimal for the social planner to invest conditional on starting

at state(c1,c). We then have:

K(c)>
(c1−c)(β−E{βτ̃})

(1−β)
. (19)

Proof. From the Bellman equation (9) for C(c1,c), defining the cost function corresponding to the

socially optimal investment strategy, we see that ifι(c1,c) = 0 (i.e. investment is not optimal at

(c1,c)), then

K(c)> β
∫ c

0

[

C(c1,c
′)−C(c,c′)

]

π(dc′|c). (20)

We also have

C(c1,c) = c1+β
∫ c

0
C(c1,c

′)π(dc′|c)

C(c,c) = c+β
∫ c

0
C(c,c′)π(dc′|c). (21)

Using equation (21) we can rewrite inequality (20) as

K(c)> [C(c1,c)−C(c,c)]− [c1−c]. (22)

Let τ̃ be the first passage time from the point(c1,c) to the setI , and let ˜cτ̃ be the value of the

{ct} process at the timẽτ first enters the setI starting from the point(c1,c). Let Vτ̃(c,c) denote

the expected discounted value of the policy of starting in state(c,c) and not investing for periods

t = 1, . . . , τ̃−1 and investing at period̃τ and investing in the state of the art technology ˜cτ̃ in effect at

τ̃ and then following the socially optimal investment policy thereafter. SinceC(c,c) is the minimal

cost under an optimal investment policy, it follows that

C(c,c)≤Vτ̃(c,c), (23)

and thus,

K(c)> [C1(c1,c)−Vτ̃(c,c)]− [c1−c]. (24)

SinceVτ̃(c,c) is the discounted expected value of following, with probability 1, the same optimal

investment policy that the social planner would follow starting from the point(c1,c), it follows that

C(c1,c)−Vτ̃(c,c) =
(c1−c)(1−E{βτ̃})

(1−β)
, (25)
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i.e. the difference in the values is simply the total expected discounted difference in per period

costs,c1− c, from not investing in periodst = 1, . . . , τ̃ when initial production costs arec1 and

c, respectively, and then following the optimal investment policy from the point ˜cτ̃ ∈ I thereafter.

Substituting the formula for the difference in expected costs in equation (25) and substituting into

inequality (22) we obtain inequality (19).

Proof. We prove Theorem2 statement by statement.

Statement 1. By Theorem1, if investment is optimal for the social planner, then inequality (12)

cannot hold. However by LemmaA.1, it follows that no investment cannot be an MPE outcome.

The result then follows.

Statement 2. The two candidate “monopoly” equilibria are where firm 2 never invests in equi-

librium and where firm 1 does all the investing (whenever it isprofit-maximizing for firm 1 to do

so), and symmetrically, where firm 1 never invests and firm 2 does all the investing (whenever it

is profit-maximizing for firm 2 to do so). By “monopoly equilibrium” we mean a situation where

the firm that is designated to do all the investing in this duopoly equilibrium will behave exactly

the same if this firm were an actual monopolist but constrained to charge a price no higher than the

marginal cost of production of its opponent.

Our proof is by induction in the case where the support of the exogenous Markov process{ct}

for the evolution of the state of the art production technology is a finite set,{c1, . . . ,cn} with the

normalization thatc1 = 0 andcn = c0 wherec0 is the initial technology level at timet = 0. We will

prove the result for the case where firm 1 is the “monopolist” and firm 2 never invests. Obviously

a symmetric proof holds for the symmetric case where firm 2 is the monopolist and firm 1 never

invests.

To start the induction, we refer the reader to LemmaA.3 which establishes that in each endgame

state(c1,c2,0) if investment is optimal for the social planner, then there exist three equilibria, one

of which is an equilibrium where firm 1 invests and firm 2 does not invest. In any state(c1,c2,0)

where investment is not socially optimal, neither firm invests. When investment is socially optimal

we choose the equilibrium where firm 1 invests and firm 2 doesn’t, and neither firm invests in states
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where investment is not socially optimal. Thus, we have verified that the result holds in the initial

statec1 = 0 of our proof by induction.

Now for inductive step, we prove that if the result holds forc∈ {c1, . . . ,c j−1}, then it also holds

at the state of the art costc j , for all points(c1,c2,c) ∈ Swherec j = c andc1 ≥ c andc2 ≥ c. We

start by considering states(c1,c2,c) ∈ S for which c1 ≤ c2. We now show that for any such state

where firm 1 invests in equilibrium, that it is optimal for firm2 not to invest, and further, firm 1

will only invest in states where it is socially optimal to invest. We will show thatvN,2(c1,c2,c) = 0

andvI ,2(c1,c2,c)< 0 which implies thatP2(c1,c2,c) = 0.

The fact that firm 1 will adopt a socially optimal investment strategy follows immediately

once we prove that firm 2 never invests in equilibrium. Since firm 1 knows that firm 2 will not

invest, firm 1 maximizes its profits by adopting an investmentstrategy that minimizes its present

discounted costs of production and investment from any given starting node in the game(c1,c2,c).

For some of these points, it may be optimal for firm 1 not to invest — both at point(c1,c2,c) and

all subsequent points(c1,c2,ct) that are reached as that state of the art technology evolves from

the pointc to other points{ct}. However when this is the case, it would not be socially optimal

for investment to occur by a social planner who has control oftwo production plants with marginal

costsc1 andc2, respectively. As we noted above, the social planner would simply produce from the

plant with the lower marginal cost of production and shut theother one down, and if the condition

β(min[c1,c2]−c′)/(1−β)≤ K(c′) for all c′ ∈ [0,c], then inequality (11) of Theorem1 implies that

it would not be optimal for the social planner to undertake any further investment in the future.

So the remainder of this proof focuses on proving thatP2(c1,c2,c) = 0. We start with the easy

case by showing that it will not be optimal for firm 2 to invest wheneverP1(c1,c2,c) = 1. From

the Bellman equations for(vN,2,vI ,2) in equation (7) of section2, we have

vN,2(c1,c2,c) = β
∫ c

0
max[vN,2(c,c2,c

′),vI ,2(c,c2,c
′)]π(dc′|c). (26)

By the inductive hypothesis we havevN,2(c,c2,c′)= 0 andvI ,2(c,c2,c′)< 0 for c′ < c. This implies

thatvN,2(c1,c2,c) = 0. Now considervI ,2(c1,c2,c). For the Bellman equation (7) we have when

P1(c1,c2,c) = 1 andc2 > c1

vI ,2(c1,c2,c) =−K(c)+β
∫ c

0
max[vN,2(c,c,c

′),vI ,2(c,c,c
′)]π(dc′|c). (27)
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By the inductive hypothesis, max[vN,2(c,c,c′),vI ,2(c,c,c′)] = 0 for c′ < c. Further, by Lemma

A.4 it is never an equilibrium for either firm to invest at the corner of the state space, so

max[vN,2(c,c,c),vI ,2(c,c,c)] = 0. It follows thatvI ,2(c1,c2,c) = −K(c) when P1(c1,c2,c) = 1,

confirming the claim thatP2(c1,c2,c) = 0.

Now consider a state(c1,c2,c) for which P1(c1,c2,c) = 0. The argument is more complicated

here since there is a potential for firm 2 to use the non-investment by firm 1 as an opportunity to

sneak in and leapfrog firm 1 to become the new low cost leader. We now show that as long as the

necessary and sufficient condition for socially optimal investment in inequality (11) of Theorem1

holds, it will never be optimal for firm 2 to try to exploit firm 1to become the low cost leader in

any state(c1,c2,c) whereP1(c1,c2,c) = 0 (where it istemporarilynot optimal for firm 1 to invest,

but firm 1 will invest at some future state).

Note that though firm 1 does not invest at state(c1,c2,c), it will invest at some point in the

future at a state(c1,c′) where it is socially optimal (as well as profit maximizing fora monopolist)

to invest. Let̃τ be the mean first passage time to the setI = {(c1,c)|ψ(c1,c) = 1} where investment

by firm 1 first occurs starting from state(c1,c2,c), and let ˜cτ̃ be the random state of the art cost

that induces firm 1 to invest (i.e. for whichψ(c1, c̃τ̃) = 1 under the social planning solution or

P1(c1,c2, c̃τ̃) = 1 under the posited duopoly equilibrium). It follows that iffirm 2 were to invest,

it would have temporary low cost leadership over the periods{1,2, . . . , τ̃−1} but at period̃τ firm

1 will invest and leapfrog firm 2, returning to the firm 1 monopoly investment “equilibrium path”

(note that this includes the caseτ̃ = ∞ if it is not optimal for firm 1 to invest ever again after firm

2 invests). Once (or if) firm 1 returns to the equilibrium pathby investing in the state of the art

technology ˜cτ̃, firm 2 will not invest and earn 0 discounted profits, as per ourinductive hypothesis,

sincec̃τ̃ < c with probability 1. Thus, it follows that if firm 2 does not invest at(c1,c2,c) it will

earn a discounted expected profit ofvN,2(c1,c2,c) = 0, whereas if firm 2 decides to invest, it earns

an expected reward equal to

vI ,2(c1,c2,c) =−K(c)+
(c1−c)(β−E{βτ̃})

(1−β)
. (28)

However by inequality (19) of LemmaA.5, the hypothesis that it is not optimal for firm 1 to invest

at (c1,c2,c) implies that the expected profits to firm 2 from this attempt totake advantage of firm
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1’s non-investment and leapfrog firm 1 is negative.

Statement 3. We use a proof by induction similar to our proof of Statement 2. We have al-

ready established that there is a mixed strategy equilibrium in the end game states(c1,c2,0) ∈ S

in LemmaA.3 above. Since the expected payoff to the high cost firm from notinvesting is 0, it

follows that the expected payoff to the high cost firm is zero,but in general the expected payoff to

the low cost firm is positive, though in the case wherec1 = c2, it is easy to see that the expected

payoffs to both firms are zero. Further, it is not difficult to show that there is symmetry in the pay-

offs and equilibrium strategies for the two firms in this equilibrium: vN,1(c1,c2,0) = vN,2(c2,c1,0)

andvI ,1(c1,c2,0) = vI ,2(c2,c1,0), andP1(c1,c2,0) = P2(c2,c1,0). Thus, we have established the

initial induction step of our proof by induction.

Now suppose that the result holds for all state points(ck,ck,c j−1) ∈ Swherec1 = 0, andc j is

the jth highest point in the assumed finite support of the process{ct} governing the evolution of

the state of the art marginal costs of production andck ∈ {c j−1,c j , . . . ,cn}. The theorem will hold

if we can prove thatvN,1(ck,ck,c j) = 0 andvN,2(ck,ck,c j) = 0. For notational compactness below,

we will let (c,c,c′) denote a generic point of the form(ck,ck,c j) ∈ S.

To show that the expected payoffs to both firms are 0 in these “diagonal states”(c,c,c′), it is

sufficient to show thatvN,i(c,c,c′) = 0 andvI ,i(c,c,c′)≤ 0, for i ∈ {1,2}. We now show that these

payoffs will hold in the two possible equilibria that can hold in the stage game at each of these

diagonal states(c,c,c′) ∈ S under the proposed equilibrium: a) a “no investment equilibrium”

where there is a unique equilibrium where neither firm invests, not invest or b) an investment

equilibrium, where there are three possible equilibria at the stage game, and we select the mixed

strategy equilibrium and show it results in zero expected payoffs to both firms.

Suppose there is a unique no investment equilibrium at(c,c,c′). Then from the Bellman equa-

tion (7) we have

vN,1(c,c,c
′) =

β∑ j−1
i=1 max[vN,1(c,c,ci),vI ,1(c,c,ci)]

1−βπ(c j |c j)
= 0

vN,2(c,c,c
′) =

β∑ j−1
i=1 max[vN,2(c,c,ci),vI ,2(c,c,ci)]

1−βπ(c j |c j)
= 0,
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by the inductive hypothesis that max[vN,l(c,c,ci),vI ,l(c,c,ci)] = 0 for i ∈ {1, . . . , j −1} and l ∈

{1,2}. It follows that the claimed result of symmetric, zero expected payoffs holds in this case as

claimed.

Now consider the case where there isn’t a unique no investment stage game equilibrium at the

point(c,c,c′). We now show that there will be three equilibria at such points, two of which are the

two pure strategy “anti-coordination” equilibria and the third will be a mixed strategy equilibrium

which is the one we select, and will show entails zero expected profits to both firms.

We introduce the notationvI ,i(c1,c2,c,P−i) andvN,i(c1,c2,c,P−i) for i ∈ {1,2} to represent

the values for investing and not investing, respectively, for firm i conditional on the assumption

that its opponent will invest in state(c1,c2,c) with probability P−i, (possibly a non-equilibrium

probability) but return to play equilibrium strategies in all future time periods after this current

period. We have already proven in LemmaA.4 above that there is a unique no investment stage

game equilibrium at all edge states(c1,c2,c) where eitherc1 or c2 equals the current state of the

art marginal costc. It is also possible that there is a unique no investment equilibrium at states

(c1,c2,c) wherec1 > c andc2 > c providedc1 andc2 are sufficiently close toc.

For other diagonal states(c,c,c′) if there is not a unique no investment equilibrium, then it must

be the case that for at least one of the firmsi we must havevN,i(c,c,c′,1) = 0 andvI ,i(c,c,c′,1)<

0 (i.e. it is not optimal for firmi to invest if its opponent will invest with probability 1), and

vN,i(c,c,c′,0)= 0 andvI ,i(c,c,c′,0)> 0 (i.e. it is optimal for firmi to invest if it knows its opponent

will not invest with probability 1). However by the symmetryof the value functions at states

(c,c,c′) for c′ < c j , it is not hard to show using the Bellman equation (7) that we have

vI ,1(c,c,c
′,0) = vI ,2(c,c,c

′,0)> 0 (29)

and thusboth firmswill strictly prefer to invest when they are certain that their opponent will

not invest. This implies that the reaction functions, orbest response investment probabilities

Pi(c,c,c′,P−i) for both firmsi ∈ {1,2} will be piece-wise flat and non-increasing and jump discon-

tinuously from 1 to 0 at a probability given by

P1(c,c,c
′) = P2(c,c,c

′) =
β∑ j

i=1vN,1(c,c,ci)−K(c′)

β∑ j
i=1vN,1(c,c,ci)

. (30)
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These probabilities constitute the unique mixed strategy equilibrium of the stage game at point

(c,c,c′). However it is not difficult to show, using the Bellman equation (7), thatvN,1(c,c,c′) =

vN,2(c,c,c′) = 0, so it follows that the expected payoff to both firms in the mixed strategy equilib-

rium at the diagonal state(c,c,c′) is zero, establishing the induction step.

To complete the proof, we must also show that the value functions and investment probabilities

are symmetric in the(c1,c2) argument, since we implicitly assumed that this symmetry holds

in our assertion that equation (29) holds. By our inductive hypothesis, symmetry holds for all

states(c1,c2,c) ∈ S for which c< c j = c′. Now we show that symmetry also holds for all points

(c1,c2,c′) ∈ Sas well. First consider states(c1,c2,c′) for which the unique equilibrium is the no

investment equilibrium, we can use the Bellman equation (7) to express the value functions for not

investing for firms 1 and 2 as

vN,1(c1,c2,c
′) =

r1(c1,c2)+β∑ j−1
i=1 vN,1(c1,c2,ci)

1−βπ(c′|c′)

vN,2(c1,c2,c
′) =

r2(c1,c2)+β∑ j−1
i=1 vN,2(c1,c2,ci)

1−βπ(c′|c′)
.

It is not hard to see that the single period profit are symmetric: r1(c1,c2) = r2(c2,c1). Further by

our inductive hypothesis, all the functionsvN,1(c1,c2,ci) andvN,2(c1,c2,ci) are symmetric func-

tions of their(c1,c2) arguments fori = 1, . . . , j − 1. Therefore it follows thatvN,1(c1,c2,c′) =

vN,2(c2,c1,c′). The symmetry ofvI ,1 andvI ,2 follows from the symmetry ofvN,1 andvN,2 in (c1,c2)

since one can verify from the Bellman equation (7) that the former functions can be written exclu-

sively in terms of thevN,1 andvN,2 functions, and these latter functions are symmetric.

Finally consider the remaining points(c1,c2,c′)∈Swhere it is not the case that a no investment

equilibrium holds. We have shown above that at these states there will be 3 equilibria, one of

which is a mixed strategy equilibrium which is the “selected” equilibrium in each of these states.

We have already shown that the value functions are symmetricalong the diagonal states(c,c,c′) so

we only need to consider the off-diagonal states(c1,c2,c′) wherec1 6= c2. Whenc1 > c2 we have

vN,1(c1,c2,c) = 0 and whenc1 < c2 we havevN,2(c1,c2,c) = 0, so symmetry holds for all points

c1 > c2: vN,1(c1,c2,c′) = 0= vN,2(c2,c1,c′).

Finally consider points(c1,c2,c′) ∈ S for which c1 < c2. For these points we have
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vN,1(c1,c2,c′) > 0. We need to show that symmetry holds in this region as well. At points in

this region, both firms are playing a mixed strategy equilibrium, so the expression for the value

functionsvN,1(c1,c2,c′) depends onP2(c1,c2,c′) and the expression forvN,2(c1,c2,c′) depends

on P2(c1,c2,c′). Using the fact thatvN,1(c1,c2,c′) = vI ,1(c1,c2,c′) (since firm 1 must be indif-

ferent between investing and not investing when it is playing a mixed strategy), we can solve for

P2(c1,c2,c′) as a ratio of terms involving the value functionvN,1(c1,c2,c′) and a weighted sum of

vN,1(c1,c2,ci) at other points(c1,c2,ci), i = 1, . . . , j −1 where our inductive hypothesis holds. We

then enter this expression forP2(c1,c2,c′) back into the equation forvN,1(c1,c2,c′), thereby “sub-

stituting out”P2(c1,c2,c′) from the equation forvN,1(c1,c2,c′). We omit the tedious and involved

algebra here, but when we do this we can expressvN,1(c1,c2,c′) as the solution to a second order

polynomial equation in which the coefficients of the polynomial are all symmetric functions of

(c1,c2), as a result of our inductive hypothesis.

We can also do the same forvN,2(c1,c2,c′), i.e. first solving forP1(c1,c2,c′) using the indif-

ferent conditionvN,2(c1,c2,c′) = vI ,1(c1,c2,c′), and then entering this expression into the Bellman

equation forvN,2(c1,c2,c′), thereby substituting outP1(c1,c2,c′) to obtain another second order

polynomial expression forvN,2(c1,c2,c′) whose coefficients are symmetric functions of(c1,c2).

Let Q1(v,c1,c2,c′) = 0 be the second order polynomial equation, one of whose solutions is

vN,1(c1,c2,c). Similarly let Q2(v,c1,c2,c′) = 0 be the second order polynomial equation, one of

whose solutions isvN,2(c1,c2,c). By the symmetry of the coefficients of these polynomials in

(c1,c2), it follows thatQ1(v,c1,c2,c′) = Q2(v,c2,c1,c′) for all v∈ R. It follows that the solutions

to the equationQ2(v,c2,c1,c′) = 0 are the same as to the equationQ2(v,c2,c1,c′) = 0, and this

implies thatvN,1(c1,c2,c′) = vN,2(c2,c1,c′). SinceP1(c1,c2,c′) andP2(c1,c2,c′) can be written

as functions ofvN,2(c1,c2,c′) andvN,1(c1,c2,c′), respectively, and other functions that are sym-

metric in(c1,c2) by our inductive hypothesis, it follows thatP1(c1,c2,c′) = P2(c2,c1,c′), thereby

completing our proof by induction.

Statement 4. Statement 2 of this Theorem ensures the existence of two monopoly equilibria in

the simultaneous move game, proving that the two corner payoff points (VM,0) and(0,VM) ex-

ist, whereVM = vN,1(c0,c0,c0) = vN,2(c0,c0,c0) is the monopoly payoff at the initial node (apex)
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(c0,c0,c0) ∈ S. Since the monopoly profit equals the full social surplus andis efficient, it is in-

feasible to obtain any payoff higher than the line segment joining these two monopoly payoff

points,and thus all payoffs for all equilibria in the simultaneous move game (which are generally

less than 100% efficient) must lie below the line segment joining the two monopoly payoff points.

Finally, Statement 5 of this Theorem guarantees the existence of the zero payoff point at the origin

(0,0). Obviously the convex hull of these three payoff points equals the full triangle, and thus any

point in this triangle can be an expected payoff to the two firms if we allowstochasticequilibrium

selection rules (i.e. selecting one of these three possible“extremal equilibria” with probabilities

(p1, p2, p3) with p1+ p2+ p3 = 1 andpi ≥ 0, i ∈ {1,2,3}).

Statement 5. It is sufficient to show that the origin is not an equilibrium payoff pair at the apex

of the alternating move game if investment costs are not too high. By Statement 1 of this Theorem,

no investment cannot be a MPE of the full alternating move game if the cost of investment is not

too high at the initial apex(c0,c0,c0) ∈ S. However if it is optimal for one of the firms to invest

at some point on the equilibrium path, it must be because the firm expects a positive profit from

doing so. However from the Bellman equation for the alternating move game, equation (7), if

one or the other of the firms expects a positive profit from investing in some stage game on the

equilibrium path, the expected profit from that firm at the initial apex of the game(c0,c0,c0) ∈ S

cannot be zero. We note that Theorem5 implies that a zero payoff for both firms is approached in

the limit as∆t → 0 whenπ(ct|ct) = 0 and the order of moves alternates deterministically. However

in that case, since the equilibrium is unique, it follows that the monopoly payoff vertices are not

supportable in the limit as∆t → 0. Thus, even in limiting cases, the set of equilibrium payoffs

in the alternating move game will be a strict subset of the triangular payoff region described in

Statement 4 of this Theorem for the simultaneous move game.

Theorem 3 (Sufficient conditions for uniqueness).

The proof requires some intermediary results.
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Lemma A.6 (Efficiency of the alternating move end game). Supposeη = 0 and m6= 0 (i.e. alter-

nating move game with no investment cost shocks), and c= 0. In every end game state(c1,c2,0)

there is a unique efficient equilibrium, i.e. both firms invest when it is their turn to invest if and

only if investment would be optimal from the point of view of the social planner.

Proof. Consider the case wherec1 < c2. The proof for the casec1 ≥ c2 is symmetric to the one

provided below forc1 < c2 and is omitted for brevity. Suppose that it is socially optimal to under-

take investment, i.e.βc1/(1−β)−K(0)> 0. We now show that in the unique equilibrium to the

alternating move end game, both firms 1 and 2 would want to invest when it is their turn to invest,

where uniqueness of equilibrium is a consequence of the uniqueness of the firms’ best responses,

and the fact that only one of the firm moves at a time. Consider firm 2’s decision in this unique

equilibrium. If firm 2 chooses to invest, its payoff isvI ,2(c1,c2,0,2) = βc1/(1−β)−K(0) and if it

chooses not to invest its payoff isvN,2(c1,c2,0,2) = 0 since it believes that firm 1 will invest at its

turn with probability 1, which we will verify is true below. Thus, firm 2 will invest in equilibrium

if and only if βc1/(1−β)−K(0)> 0, which is the same condition for optimal investment by the

social planner.

Now consider firm 1. At it’s turn to move the payoff to investing is

vI ,1(c1,c2,0,1) = c2−c1+βc2/(1−β)−K(0). (31)

Sincec2 > c1 and by assumptionβc1/(1− β)−K(0) > 0, it is easy to see that the payoff to

investing is strictly positive for firm 1. However we must also show that this is higher than the

payoff it would get from not investing. Since firm 1 knows thatfirm 2 will invest when it gets a

chance to move, the value to firm 1 to not investing is given by

vN,1(c1,c2,0,1) = c2−c1+β f (1|1)

[

c2−c1+
β

1−β
c2−K(0)

]

+β f (2|1)[c2−c1]. (32)

If the posited equilibrium holds (i.e. it is optimal for firm 1to invest), then we must have

vI ,1(c1,c2,0,1) > vN,1(c1,c2,0,1), and using the formulas for these values given above, this is

equivalent to
β

1−β
c2−K(0)>

β(c2−c1)

1−β f (1|1)
. (33)
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Notice that the right hand side of inequality (33) above is maximized whenf (1|1) = 1 (i.e. when

it is always firm 1’s turn to invest) and in this case this inequality is equivalent toβc1/(1−β)−

K(0)> 0, confirming that for allf (1|1) ∈ [0,1] it is strictly optimal for firm 1 to invest when it is

its turn to invest when it is socially optimal for this investment to occur.

Now consider the converse situation where it is not sociallyoptimal to invest, andβc1/(1−

β)−K(0) < 0. Following the same reasoning as above, it is easy to see that it is not optimal for

firm 2 to invest when it is its turn to invest since firm 2’s payoff to investing isvI ,2(c1,c2,0,2) =

βc1/(1−β)−K(0)< 0 and its payoff to not investing isvN,2(c1,c2,0,2) = 0. Now we must show

that firm 1, knowing that firm 2 will not want to invest at its turn, will also not want to invest when

it is its turn. If firm 1 never invests, its payoff is

vN,1(c1,c2,0,1) =
c2−c1

1−β
, (34)

and if it invests, its payoff is given by the same formula forvI ,1(c1,c2,0,1) as given in equation

(31) above. So the condition for investment not to be optimal forfirm 1 is vN,1(c1,c2,0,1) >

vI ,1(c1,c2,0,1) which is algebraically equivalent toβc1/(1− β)− K(0) < 0, the condition for

when it is not socially optimal for investment to occur.

Proof. When π(c|c) = 0, the probability of remaining in any given state(c1,c2,c) ∈ S is also

zero. Using the Bellman equations (7) defining the firms’ value functions for investing and not

investing when it is their turn to invest, it is not difficult to see that each firm’s values are in-

dependent of the probability that their opponent will invest in this case. That is, for firm 1 we

havevN,1(c1,c2,c,1) andvI ,1(c1,c2,c) are independent ofP2(c1,c2,c,2), the probability that firm

2 will invest when it is its turn to invest. This implies that the probability that firm 1 will in-

vest,P1(c1,c2,c,1), is also independent ofP2(c1,c2,c,2), as it is given by formula (5) of section2,

which shows thatP1(c1,c2,c,1) is a logistic function ofvN,1(c1,c2,c,1) andvI ,1(c1,c2,c,1), both of

which are independent ofP2(c1,c2,c,2). Similar arguments hold for firm 2, so thatP2(c1,c2,c,2)

is independent ofP1(c1,c2,c,1). Since the value functions(vN,1,vI ,1,vN,2,vI ,2) can be calculated

recursively using the Bellman equations (5), and since LemmaA.6 establishes that there is al-

ways a unique (efficient) equilibrium in the end game states(c1,c2,c), it follows that at every state
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(c1,c2,c) ∈ S there is a unique stage game equilibrium with probabilitiesof investing given by

(P1(c1,c2,c,1),P2(c1,c2,c,2)), which depend on the value functions(vN,1,vI ,1,vN,2,vI ,2) that are

defined recursively via the Bellman equations (7).

B Expected Cost Recursions

This appendix derives the recursion equations that we used to compute expected discounted costs

of production for the two firms in any given equilibrium of themodel. These expected costs are

used in turn to calculate the efficiency (fraction of maximumpossible social surplus) that is realized

in any given equilibrium of the model.

Let ECIj(c1,c2,c) be the expected discounted costs of production for firmj in state(c1,c2,c)

given that firm j chooses to invest in this state. Similarly, letECNj(c1,c2,c) be the corresponding

cost for firm j if it chooses not to invest. LetEPIj(c1,c2,c) be thecurrent periodexpected pro-

duction and investment costs for the firm if it chooses to invest in this state, andEPNj(c1,c2,c) be

the expected production and investment costs if firmj chooses not to invest. These latter condi-

tional expectations are the sum of production costs in the current period as well as the conditional

expectation of the idiosyncratic, additive, andIID costs of investing for firmj. Letsj(c1,c2) be the

market share of firmj under the Bertrand price equilibrium when the two firms have production

costs(c1,c2), respectively. Normalizing market size to 1, then the totalproduction costs for firmj

in state(c1,c2,c) are simplysj(c1,c2)c j . The idiosyncratic investment costs for firmj correspond-

ing to not investing are−ε0, j and the idiosyncratic costs corresponding to investing are−ε1, j . Note

we put a negative sign in front of the idiosyncratic investment costs since in the presentation of the

model in section 2, we included these shocks without the negative signs, meaning we treated them

asbenefits(or net reductions in investment costs) when the shocks werepositive and costs when

negative.

Using Theorem B.2.2 of Jeffrey A. DubinConsumer Durable Choice and the Demand for
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ElectricityAmsterdam, North Holland, 1985, we have

E{ε0, j |δ j(c1,c2,c) = 0}= η
[

γ+η log
(

1+exp{(v j(c1,c2,c)−w j(c1,c2,c))/η}
)]

, (35)

whereγ ≃ 0.5772 is Euler’s constant andv j andw j are the conditional value functions for firmj

corresponding to investing and not investing at state(c1,c2,c), respectively, andδ j(c1,c2,c) = 0

denotes firmj ’s decision not to invest in state(c1,c2,c). Similarly, we have

E{ε1, j |δ j(c1,c2,c) = 1}= η
[

γ+η log
(

1+exp{(w j(c1,c2,c)−v j(c1,c2,c))/η}
)]

, (36)

Thus we have

EPIj(c1,c2,c) = sj(c1,c2)c j +K(c)−η
[

γ+η log
(

1+exp{(w j(c1,c2,c)−v j(c1,c2,c))/η}
)]

,

(37)

and

EPNj(c1,c2,c) = sj(c1,c2)c j −η
[

γ+η log
(

1+exp{(v j(c1,c2,c)−w j(c1,c2,c))/η}
)]

. (38)

The recursion equations for firm 1 in the simultaneous move game are given by

CN1(c1,c2,c) = EPN1(c1,c2,c)+

+ βP2(c1,c2,c)
∫ c

0
[P1(c1,c,c

′)CI1(c1,c,c
′)+(1−P1(c1,c,c

′))CN1(c1,c,c
′)]π(dc′|c)

+ β(1−P2(c1,c2,c))
∫ c

0
[P1(c1,c2,c

′)CI1(c1,c2,c
′)+(1−P1(c1,c2,c

′))CN1(c1,c2,c
′)]π(dc′|c).

CI1(c1,c2,c) = EPI1(c1,c2,c)+

+ βP2(c1,c2,c)
∫ c

0
[P1(c,c,c

′)CI1(c,c,c
′)+(1−P1(c,c,c

′))CN1(c,c,c
′)]π(dc′|c)

+ β(1−P2(c1,c2,c))
∫ c

0
[P1(c,c2,c

′)CI1(c,c2,c
′)+(1−P1(c,c2,c

′))CN1(c,c2,c
′)]π(dc′|c).

The recursion equations forCI2 andCN2 are defined similarly.

Now consider the random alternating move case. Now there arefour value functions for each

firm. For example, for firm 1 we haveCN1(c1,c2,c,1) andCI1(c1,c2,c,1), which are firm j ’s

expected discounted costs when it is its turn to invest, andCN1(c1,c2,c,2) andCI1(c1,c2,c,2) are
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firm 1’s expected discounted costs when it is firm 2’s turn to invest. We use the “trick” of using

theCN1 andCI1 notation even when it is firm 2’s turn to invest. Thus,CN1(c1,c2,c,2) denotes

the expected cost for firm 1 when it is firm 2’s turn to invest andfirm 2 didn’t invest, whereas

CI1(c1,c2,c,2) denotes firm 1’s expected discounted costs when it is firm 2’s turn to invest and

firm 2 does invest. Since we assume that the idiosyncratic, additive,IID cost shocks for investing

and not investing, respectively, are only incurred by the firm in the periods where it is that firm’s

turn to invest, we define the following functions:EPI1(c1,c2,c,1) andEPN1(c1,c2,c,1) are the

expected current production and investment costs for firm 1 when it is firm 1’s turn to invest, and

these are given by equations (37 and (38) above. When it is not firm 1’s turn to invest, then we

haveEPI1(c1,c2,c,2) = EPN1(c1,c2,c,2) = s1(c1,c2)c1.

CN1(c1,c2,c,1) = EPN1(c1,c2,c,1)

+ β f (1|1)
∫ c

0

[

P1(c1,c2,c
′,1)CI1(c1,c2,c

′,1)+(1−P1(c1,c2,c
′,1))CN1(c1,c2,c

′,1)
]

π(dc′|c)

+ β f (2|1)
∫ c

0

[

P2(c1,c2,c
′,2)CI1(c1,c2,c

′,2)+(1−P2(c1,c2,c
′,2))CN1(c1,c2,c

′,2)
]

π(dc′|c).

CI1(c1,c2,c,1) = EPI1(c1,c2,c,1)

+ β f (1|1)
∫ c

0

[

P1(c,c2,c
′,1)CI1(c,c2,c

′,1)+(1−P1(c,c2,c
′,1))CN1(c,c2,c

′,1)
]

π(dc′|c)

+ β f (2|1)
∫ c

0

[

P2(c,c2,c
′,2)CI1(c,c2,c

′,2)+(1−P2(c,c2,c
′,2))CN1(c,c2,c

′,2)
]

π(dc′|c).

CN1(c1,c2,c,2) = EPN1(c1,c2,c,2)

+ β f (1|2)
∫ c

0

[

P1(c1,c2,c
′,1)CI1(c1,c2,c

′,1)+(1−P1(c1,c2,c
′,1))CN1(c1,c2,c

′,1)
]

π(dc′|c)

+ β f (2|2)
∫ c

0

[

P2(c1,c2,c
′,2)CI1(c1,c2,c

′,2)+(1−P2(c1,c2,c
′,2))CN1(c1,c2,c

′,2)
]

π(dc′|c).

CI1(c1,c2,c,2) = EPI1(c1,c2,c,2)

+ β f (1|2)
∫ c

0

[

P1(c1,c,c
′,1)CI1(c1,c,c

′,1)+(1−P1(c1,c,c
′,1))CN1(c1,c,c

′,1)
]

π(dc′|c)

+ β f (2|2)
∫ c

0

[

P2(c1,c,c
′,2)CI1(c1,c,c

′,2)+(1−P2(c1,c,c
′,2))CN1(c1,c,c

′,2)
]

π(dc′|c).
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